Growth rates of beef cattle recorded in Queensland commercial herds by Hasker, P.J.S.
PROJECT:  BDG-CH 465(P)      "PALM RANGE", BERAJONDO 
 
START: 12/11/76  FINISH: 19/02/77  
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  MIRIAM VALE               
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  BRAFORD     MIX AGES    MIXED                 CONTROL 
 02  BRAFORD     MIX AGES    MIXED                 CU INJECTED VIT B12 
 03  BRAFORD     MIX AGES    MIXED                 CO ORAL 
 04  BRAFORD     MIX AGES    MIXED                 CU INJECTED CO ORAL     VIT B12 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  26/11/76  19/02/77   85     4    191     212      21    0.25                                           FULL 
 02  26/11/76  19/02/77   85     3    214     242      28    0.33                                           FULL 
 03  26/11/76  19/02/77   85     4    210     293      83    0.98                                           FULL 
 04  26/11/76  19/02/77   85     4    175     267      92    1.08                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 26/11/76-19/02/77   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    WALLUM                IMP PAST              ? COMP GREEN PANC                   ? COMP SIRATRO 
 
GROUP:   01 02 03 04 
FED: 26 11 76 - 07 01 77  NO.SUPP:     REASON:   0         METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: UNKNOWN 
MIX: SALT        100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    26 11 76   191     4  10 12 76   193     4  29 12 76   201     2  07 01 77   194     4  21 01 77   213    4 
02    "" "" ""   214     3  "" "" ""   219     3  "" "" ""   208     2  "" "" ""   212     2  "" "" ""   235    3 
03    "" "" ""   210     4  "" "" ""   230     4  "" "" ""   251     4  "" "" ""   260     4  "" "" ""   280    4 
04    "" "" ""   175     4  "" "" ""   197     4  "" "" ""   221     4  "" "" ""   229     4  "" "" ""   251    4 
01    04 02 77   209     4  19 02 77   212     4 
02    "" "" ""   238     3  "" "" ""   242     3 
03    "" "" ""   285     4  "" "" ""   293     4 
04    "" "" ""   258     4  "" "" ""   267     4 
PROJECT:  BDG-CH 465(1)      "PALM RANGE", BERAJONDO 
 
START: 22/05/77  FINISH: 29/05/78   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  MIRIAM VALE        
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 02  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CO ORAL     ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 03  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CO ORAL     ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  22/05/77  29/05/78  372    16    177     214      37    0.10                                           FULL 
 02  22/05/77  29/05/78  372    18    176     262      86    0.23                                           FULL 
 03  22/05/77  29/05/78  372    18    176     242      66    0.18                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03                                   GRAZED PAD  1 22/05/77-29/05/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  60  HA/HD:  0.25 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    WALLUM                IMP PAST  SUPER        85%   GREEN PANC                    15%   SIRATRO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    22 05 77   177    20  28 11 77   191        29 05 78   214    16 
02    "" "" ""   176    20  "" "" ""   206        "" "" ""   262    18 
03    "" "" ""   176    20  "" "" ""   191        "" "" ""   242    18 
PROJECT:  BDG-CH 465(2)      "PALM RANGE", BERAJONDO 
 
START: 02/08/78  FINISH: 27/02/79   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  MIRIAM VALE  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 03  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CO ORAL 
 04  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CO ORAL     ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  02/08/78  27/02/79  209          158     197      39    0.19                                           FULL 
 02  02/08/78  27/02/79  209          157     214      57    0.27                                           FULL 
 03  02/08/78  27/02/79  209          159     242      83    0.39                                           FULL 
 04  02/08/78  27/02/79  209          158     266     108    0.52                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 02/08/78-27/02/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  64  HA/HD:  0.54 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    WALLUM                IMP PAST              ? COMP GREEN PANC                   ? COMP SIRATRO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    02 08 78   158        16 08 78   155        13 09 78   164        11 10 78   183        02 11 78   193 
02    "" "" ""   157        "" "" ""   154        "" "" ""   162        "" "" ""   179        "" "" ""   195 
03    "" "" ""   159        "" "" ""   155        "" "" ""   166        "" "" ""   184        "" "" ""   198 
04    "" "" ""   158        "" "" ""   155        "" "" ""   165        "" "" ""   183        "" "" ""   197 
01    29 11 78   193        21 12 78   199        15 01 79   201        06 07 79   203        27 02 79   197 
02    "" "" ""   198        "" "" ""   207        "" "" ""   209        "" "" ""   218        "" "" ""   214 
03    "" "" ""   206        "" "" ""   220        "" "" ""   228        "" "" ""   238        "" "" ""   242 
04    "" "" ""   205        "" "" ""   220        "" "" ""   234        "" "" ""   255        "" "" ""   266 
PROJECT:  BDG-CH 616         "PALM SPRINGS", BERAJONDO 
 
START: 20/08/82  FINISH: 03/12/82  
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  UNKNOWN      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SAHIWAL     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CO ORAL 
 02  SAHIWAL     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CO ORAL 
 03  SAHIWAL     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CO ORAL 
 04  SAHIWAL     6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER    CO ORAL 
 05  SAHIWAL     6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER    CO ORAL 
 06  SAHIWAL     6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER    CO ORAL 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  20/08/82  03/12/82  105          194     247      51    0.49                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  20/08/82  03/12/82  105          198     252      52    0.50                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  20/08/82  03/12/82  105          193     257      62    0.59                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04  20/08/82  03/12/82  105          182     231      51    0.49                                           L.S.MEANS 
 05  20/08/82  03/12/82  105          186     236      52    0.50                                           L.S.MEANS 
 06  20/08/82  03/12/82  105          181     241      62    0.59                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 20/08/82-03/12/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  16  HA/HD: 
GROUPS 03 04                                      GRAZED PAD  2 20/08/82-03/12/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  16  HA/HD: 
GROUPS 05 06                                      GRAZED PAD  3 20/08/82-03/12/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  16  HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST                     UNK PAST 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST                     UNK PAST 
  3    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST                     UNK PAST 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:  12 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES     97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:   4 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES     97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP:   03 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:  12 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES     97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP:   04 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:   4 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES     97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP:   05 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:  12 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES     97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
 
GROUP:   06 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:   4 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES     97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:  12 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 800 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: MAIZE        40   SOYBEAN ML   55   MINERAL       5                                                         UNITS:  % 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:   4 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 780 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: MAIZE        38   SOYBEAN ML   58   MINERAL       4                                                         UNITS:  % 
 
GROUP:   03 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:  12 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 800 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: COTTON ML   100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   04 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:   4 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 800 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: MAIZE        40   SOYBEAN ML   55   MINERAL       5                                                         UNITS:  % 
 
GROUP:   05 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:  12 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 780 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: MAIZE             SOYBEAN ML   58   MINERAL       4                                                         UNITS:  % 
 
GROUP:   06 
FED: 20 08 82 - 03 12 82  NO.SUPP:   4 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 800 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: COTTON ML   100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    20 08 82   194        08 10 82   217        03 12 82   247 
02    "" "" ""   198        "" "" ""   223        "" "" ""   252 
03    "" "" ""   193        "" "" ""   223        "" "" ""   257 
04    "" "" ""   182        "" "" ""   203        "" "" ""   231 
05    "" "" ""   186        "" "" ""   209        "" "" ""   236 
06    "" "" ""   181        "" "" ""   209        "" "" ""   241 
 
PROJECT:  BIL-CH 524         "WIRRANDA", MOURA 
 
START: 26/07/78  FINISH: 24/05/79   
REGION: DAWS-CALL VYS      SHIRE:  BANANA  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MURRAY-G    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  MURRAY-G    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BENZIMIDAZ 
 03  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 04  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BENZIMIDAZ 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  26/07/78  24/05/79  302    15    202     296      94    0.31                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  26/07/78  24/05/79  302    14    202     309     107    0.35                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  26/07/78  24/05/79  302    15    227     364     137    0.45                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04  26/07/78  24/05/79  302    15    227     365     138    0.45                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 26/07/78-24/05/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.80 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              ? COMP BVFFEL     ? COMP RHODES 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    26 07 78   202        20 09 78   217        19 10 78   230        19 12 78   270        24 05 79   296 
02    "" "" ""   202        "" "" ""   225        "" "" ""   242        "" "" ""   285        "" "" ""   309 
03    "" "" ""   227        "" "" ""   250        "" "" ""   265        "" "" ""   308        "" "" ""   364 
04    "" "" ""   227        "" "" ""   252        "" "" ""   269        "" "" ""   312        "" "" ""   365 
PROJECT:  BIL-CH 631         "COMLEY", 
 
START: 12/01/83  FINISH:     
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  DUARINGA    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS              COMPUDOSE 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  12/01/83  17/05/83  125    82    376     481     105    0.80                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  12/01/83  17/05/83  125    82    377     510     133    1.06                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 12/01/83-  /  /     BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  1.80 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              ? COMP GREEN PANC ? COMP BVFFEL 
PROJECT:  BLE-CH 587         "MARSTON", JERICHO SHIRE 
 
START: 29/01/81  FINISH: 06/05/81  
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  JERICHO  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SANTA G     2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  SANTA G     2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  29/01/81  06/05/81   97    58    426     508      82    0.85                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  29/01/81  06/05/81   97    59    421     527     106    1.09                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 29/01/81-06/05/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              100%   BVFFEL 
PROJECT:  BLE-CH 588         "SWANLEA"  ARAMAC SHIRE 
 
START: 07/04/82  FINISH: 26/07/82   
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  ARAMAC   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =<25% IND   0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    CALF      CONTROL 
 02  =<25% IND   0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    CALF      RALGRO 
 03  =<25% IND   0-<6 MTH    FEMALE E    CALF      CONTROL 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  07/04/82  26/07/82  110    22    111     160      49    0.45                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  07/04/82  26/07/82  110    23    127     179      52    0.47                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03  07/04/82  26/07/82  110    19    123     163      40    0.36                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03                                   GRAZED PAD  1 07/04/82-26/07/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    DESERT                NAT PAST              PREDOM NAT PAST   SOME   BVFFEL 
PROJECT:  BLE-CH 588(A)      "DARRACOURT", BARCALDINE SHIRE 
 
START: 10/02/81  FINISH: 11/08/82   
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  BARCALDINE     
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  10/02/81  22/09/81  224    38    244     381     137    0.61   11 08 82   323    38    450     0.21    ? W.STATUS 
 02  10/02/81  22/09/81  224    16    242     394     152    0.68   11 08 82   323    16    457     0.20    ? W.STATUS 
 03  10/02/81  22/09/81  224    16    245     388     143    0.64   11 08 82   323    16    451     0.20    ? W.STATUS 
 04  10/02/81  22/09/81  224    36    250     405     155    0.69   11 08 82   323    36    467     0.19    ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 10/02/81-11/08/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    OTH ACACIA PULL       IMP PAST              100%   BVFFEL 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    08 02 81   244    38  05 05 81   318        22 09 81   381        11 08 82   450 
02    "" "" ""   242    16  "" "" ""   329        "" "" ""   394        "" "" ""   451 
03    "" "" ""   245    16  "" "" ""   312        "" "" ""   388        "" "" ""   451 
04    "" "" ""   250    36  "" "" ""   333        "" "" ""   405        "" "" ""   467 
PROJECT:  BLE-CH 589         "WOOLTHORPE"   ARAMAC SHIRE 
 
START: 27/03/81  FINISH: 17/06/81  
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  ARAMAC      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  =<25% IND   5-8 YRS     SPAYED                CONTROL 
 05  =<25% IND   5-8 YRS     SPAYED                RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  27/03/81  17/06/81   82    27    232     262      30    0.37                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  27/03/81  17/06/81   82    29    227     262      35    0.43                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03  27/03/81  17/06/81   82    58    230     263      33    0.40                                           ? W.STATUS 
 04  27/03/81  17/06/81   82    27    374     407      33    0.40                                           ? W.STATUS 
 05  27/03/81  17/06/81   82    29    384     428      44    0.54                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05                             GRAZED PAD  1 27/03/81-17/06/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST              100%   MITCHELL 
PROJECT:  BLE-CH 601         "RAMONA" BARCALDINE SHIRE 
 
START: 18/06/81  FINISH: 26/03/82  
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  BARCALDINE   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    CALF      CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    CALF      RALGRO 
 03  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 04  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  18/06/81  19/10/81  125    33    121     218      97    0.78                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  18/06/81  19/10/81  125    32    121     220      99    0.79                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03  18/06/81  26/03/82  283    58    341     523     182    0.64                                           ? W.STATUS 
 04  18/06/81  26/03/82  283    57    319     514     195    0.69                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 18/06/81-19/10/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 03 04                                      GRAZED PAD  1 18/06/81-26/03/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    OTH ACACIA PULL       IMP PAST              PREDOM BVFFEL     SOME   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
03    18 06 81   341    58  15 10 81   414    58  26 03 82   523    58 
04    "" "" ""   319    57  "" "" ""   410    57  "" "" ""   514    57 
PROJECT:  BLE-CH 602         "TILBURY", YALLERO  
 
START: 25/06/81  FINISH: 21/02/83  
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  BLACKALL  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  DEVON       2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  DEVON       2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  DEVON       3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  DEVON       3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 05  DEVON       3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  25/06/81  21/02/83  241    26    315     515     200    0.83                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  25/06/81  21/02/83  241    22    299     519     220    0.91                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03  25/06/81  21/02/83  241    56    315     531     216    0.90                                           ? W.STATUS 
 04  25/06/81  16/10/81  113    30    560     596      36    0.32                                           ? W.STATUS 
 05  25/06/81  16/10/81  113    26    562     612      50    0.44                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03                                   GRAZED PAD  1 25/06/81-21/02/83   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 04 05                                      GRAZED PAD  1 25/06/81-16/10/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    OTH ACACIA PULL       IMP PAST              100%   BVFFEL 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    25 06 81   315    26  10 12 81   372    26  21 02 83   515    26 
02    "" "" ""   299    22  "" "" ""   374    22  "" "" ""   519    22 
03    "" "" ""   315    56  "" "" ""   376    56  "" "" ""   531    56 
PROJECT:  BNE-CH 465         PEAK CROSSING, AMBERLEY, WIVENHOE 
 
START: 25/10/76  FINISH: 27/06/79  
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  MIXED       
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  BEL RED     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  BEL RED     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS 
 03  BEL RED     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 04  BEL RED     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS   ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 05  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 06  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS 
 07  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 08  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS   ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 09  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 10  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS 
 11  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 12  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS   ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 13  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 14  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS 
 15  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 16  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS   ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 17  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 18  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS 
 19  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 20  BRAFORD     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    T'D TICKS   ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    166     365     199    0.25   11 06 79   154     7    460     0.61    FULL 
 02  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    162     405     243    0.30   11 06 79   154     7    493     0.54    FULL 
 03  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    162     363     201    0.25   11 06 79   154     7    477     0.74    FULL 
 04  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    161     390     229    0.28   11 06 79   154     7    480     0.58    FULL 
 05  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    171     397     226    0.28   11 06 79   154     7    474     0.50    FULL 
 06  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    167     448     286    0.36   11 06 79   154     7    522     0.22    FULL 
 07  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    169     405     236    0.29   11 06 79   154     7    490     0.54    FULL 
 08  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    172     449     277    0.34   11 06 79   154     7    524     0.48    FULL 
 09  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    197     408     211    0.26   11 06 79   154     7    461     0.34    FULL 
 10  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    198     422     225    0.28   11 06 79   154     7    470     0.31    FULL 
 11  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    197     396     198    0.25   11 06 79   154     7    463     0.44    FULL 
 12  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    198     431     233    0.29   11 06 79   154     7    498     0.44    FULL 
 13  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    174     388     214    0.27   11 06 79   154     7    440     0.34    FULL 
 14  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    177     417     240    0.30   11 06 79   154     7    466     0.32    FULL 
 15  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    178     406     228    0.28   11 06 79   154     7    473     0.44    FULL 
 16  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    176     422     246    0.31   11 06 79   154     7    493     0.46    FULL 
 17  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    215     434     219    0.27   11 06 79   154     7    506     0.47    FULL 
 18  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    214     464     247    0.31   11 06 79   154     7    521     0.37    FULL 
 19  25/10/76  08/01/79  805     7    217     413     199    0.25   11 06 79   154     7    501     0.57    FULL 




GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10              GRAZED PAD  1 25/10/76-22/05/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 140  HA/HD:  2.57 
GROUPS 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14              GRAZED PAD  1 22/05/78-08/01/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 112  HA/HD:  3.21 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  2 22/05/78-08/01/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10              GRAZED PAD  3 08/01/79-11/06/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 140  HA/HD:  2.50 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  3    FRONTAGE              NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    25 10 76   166     7  15 11 76   165     7  06 12 76   174     7  30 12 76   188     7  17 01 77   192    7 
02    "" "" ""   162     7  "" "" ""   165     7  "" "" ""   179     7  "" "" ""   199     7  "" "" ""   206    7 
03    "" "" ""   162     7  "" "" ""   159     7  "" "" ""   168     7  "" "" ""   181     7  "" "" ""   186    7 
04    "" "" ""   161     7  "" "" ""   163     7  "" "" ""   175     7  "" "" ""   198     7  "" "" ""   204    7 
05    "" "" ""   170     7  "" "" ""   171     7  "" "" ""   181     7  "" "" ""   197     7  "" "" ""   204    7 
06    "" "" ""   167     7  "" "" ""   167     7  "" "" ""   178     7  "" "" ""   201     7  "" "" ""   212    7 
07    "" "" ""   168     7  "" "" ""   166     7  "" "" ""   177     7  "" "" ""   192     7  "" "" ""   197    7 
08    "" "" ""   172     7  "" "" ""   173     7  "" "" ""   187     7  "" "" ""   207     7  "" "" ""   215    7 
09    "" "" ""   197     7  "" "" ""   197     7  "" "" ""   207     7  "" "" ""   220     7  "" "" ""   226    7 
10    "" "" ""   197     7  "" "" ""   197     7  "" "" ""   204     7  "" "" ""   227     7  "" "" ""   239    7 
11    "" "" ""   197     7  "" "" ""   191     7  "" "" ""   200     7  "" "" ""   213     7  "" "" ""   218    7 
12    "" "" ""   197     7  "" "" ""   199     7  "" "" ""   214     7  "" "" ""   230     7  "" "" ""   241    7 
13    "" "" ""   173     7  "" "" ""   175     7  "" "" ""   183     7  "" "" ""   199     7  "" "" ""   202    7 
14    "" "" ""   177     7  "" "" ""   177     7  "" "" ""   189     7  "" "" ""   207     7  "" "" ""   218    7 
15    "" "" ""   148     7  "" "" ""   179     7  "" "" ""   189     7  "" "" ""   198     7  "" "" ""   208    7 
16    "" "" ""   176     7  "" "" ""   178     7  "" "" ""   190     7  "" "" ""   202     7  "" "" ""   215    7 
17    "" "" ""   215     7  "" "" ""   209     7  "" "" ""   220     7  "" "" ""   230     7  "" "" ""   233    7 
18    "" "" ""   213     7  "" "" ""   211     7  "" "" ""   223     7  "" "" ""   244     7  "" "" ""   249    7 
19    "" "" ""   217     7  "" "" ""   213     7  "" "" ""   219     7  "" "" ""   234     7  "" "" ""   236    7 
20    "" "" ""   222     7  "" "" ""   222     7  "" "" ""   231     7  "" "" ""   255     7  "" "" ""   263    7 
01    09 02 77   202     7  02 03 77   209     7  23 03 77   224     7  13 04 77   230     7  04 05 77   245    7 
02    "" "" ""   223     7  "" "" ""   233     7  "" "" ""   250     7  "" "" ""   263     7  "" "" ""   282    7 
03    "" "" ""   197     7  "" "" ""   205     7  "" "" ""   216     7  "" "" ""   223     7  "" "" ""   236    7 
04    "" "" ""   223     7  "" "" ""   228     7  "" "" ""   246     7  "" "" ""   257     7  "" "" ""   274    7 
05    "" "" ""   210     7  "" "" ""   213     7  "" "" ""   232     7  "" "" ""   239     7  "" "" ""   255    7 
06    "" "" ""   227     7  "" "" ""   240     7  "" "" ""   259     7  "" "" ""   271     7  "" "" ""   290    7 
07    "" "" ""   204     7  "" "" ""   207     7  "" "" ""   221     7  "" "" ""   229     7  "" "" ""   247    7 
08    "" "" ""   232     7  "" "" ""   195     7  "" "" ""   261     7  "" "" ""   271     7  "" "" ""   292    7 
09    "" "" ""   233     7  "" "" ""   241     7  "" "" ""   250     7  "" "" ""   256     7  "" "" ""   271    7 
10    "" "" ""   254     7  "" "" ""   259     7  "" "" ""   268     7  "" "" ""   275     7  "" "" ""   291    7 
11    "" "" ""   229     7  "" "" ""   231     7  "" "" ""   245     7  "" "" ""   247     7  "" "" ""   261    7 
12    "" "" ""   256     7  "" "" ""   264     7  "" "" ""   274     7  "" "" ""   282     7  "" "" ""   300    7 
13    09 02 77   211     7  02 03 77   213     7  23 03 77   227     7  13 04 77   232     7  04 05 77   246    7 
14    "" "" ""   231     7  "" "" ""   239     7  "" "" ""   254     7  "" "" ""   258     7  "" "" ""   273    7 
15    "" "" ""   216     7  "" "" ""   217     7  "" "" ""   235     7  "" "" ""   239     7  "" "" ""   256    7 
16    "" "" ""   231     7  "" "" ""   235     7  "" "" ""   249     7  "" "" ""   259     7  "" "" ""   275    7 
17    "" "" ""   246     7  "" "" ""   243     7  "" "" ""   261     7  "" "" ""   269     7  "" "" ""   285    7 
18    "" "" ""   266     7  "" "" ""   269     7  "" "" ""   293     7  "" "" ""   301     7  "" "" ""   321    7 
19    "" "" ""   242     7  "" "" ""   245     7  "" "" ""   261     7  "" "" ""   266     7  "" "" ""   284    7 
20    09 02 77   280     7  02 03 77   283     7  23 03 77   304     7  13 04 77   315     7  04 05 77   341    7 
 
 
01    24 05 77   248     7  14 06 77   251     7  04 07 77   252     7  25 07 77   253     7  15 08 77   255    7 
02    "" "" ""   287     7  "" "" ""   292     7  "" "" ""   295     7  "" "" ""   299     7  "" "" ""   301    7 
03    "" "" ""   239     7  "" "" ""   246     7  "" "" ""   246     7  "" "" ""   249     7  "" "" ""   249    7 
04    "" "" ""   280     7  "" "" ""   286     7  "" "" ""   290     7  "" "" ""   289     7  "" "" ""   291    7 
05    "" "" ""   260     7  "" "" ""   263     7  "" "" ""   266     7  "" "" ""   267     7  "" "" ""   269    7 
06    "" "" ""   295     7  "" "" ""   297     7  "" "" ""   299     7  "" "" ""   304     7  "" "" ""   306    7 
07    "" "" ""   248     7  "" "" ""   256     7  "" "" ""   252     7  "" "" ""   255     7  "" "" ""   253    7 
08    "" "" ""   296     7  "" "" ""   304     7  "" "" ""   307     7  "" "" ""   310     7  "" "" ""   312    7 
09    "" "" ""   276     7  "" "" ""   280     7  "" "" ""   278     7  "" "" ""   275     7  "" "" ""   272    7 
10    "" "" ""   298     7  "" "" ""   302     7  "" "" ""   304     7  "" "" ""   305     7  "" "" ""   304    7 
11    "" "" ""   264     7  "" "" ""   268     7  "" "" ""   266     7  "" "" ""   267     7  "" "" ""   263    7 
12    "" "" ""   307     7  "" "" ""   311     7  "" "" ""   315     7  "" "" ""   315     7  "" "" ""   310    7 
13    24 05 77   246     7  14 06 77   249     7  04 07 77   253        25 07 77   254     7  15 08 77   251    7 
14    "" "" ""   279     7  "" "" ""   288     7  "" "" ""   288        "" "" ""   288     7  "" "" ""   293    7 
15    "" "" ""   257     7  "" "" ""   264     7  "" "" ""   263     7  "" "" ""   266     7  "" "" ""   264    7 
16    "" "" ""   285     7  "" "" ""   292     7  "" "" ""   291     7  "" "" ""   290     7  "" "" ""   293    7 
17    "" "" ""   290     7  "" "" ""   293     7  "" "" ""   293     7  "" "" ""   294     7  "" "" ""   297    7 
18    "" "" ""   326     7  "" "" ""   331     7  "" "" ""   328     7  "" "" ""   335     7  "" "" ""   332    7 
19    "" "" ""   287     7  "" "" ""   296     7  "" "" ""   295     7  "" "" ""   292     7  "" "" ""   293    7 
20    "" "" ""   348     7  "" "" ""   360     7  "" "" ""   355     7  "" "" ""   357     7  "" "" ""   358    7 
01    05 09 77   251     7  26 09 77   248     7  17 10 77   248     7  07 11 77   236     7  28 11 77   238    7 
02    "" "" ""   299     7  "" "" ""   303     7  "" "" ""   301     7  "" "" ""   287     7  "" "" ""   287    7 
03    "" "" ""   250     7  "" "" ""   246     7  "" "" ""   245     7  "" "" ""   235     7  "" "" ""   235    7 
04    "" "" ""   291     7  "" "" ""   292     7  "" "" ""   293     7  "" "" ""   280     7  "" "" ""   279    7 
05    "" "" ""   268     7  "" "" ""   267     7  "" "" ""   267     7  "" "" ""   257     7  "" "" ""   259    7 
06    "" "" ""   302     7  "" "" ""   306     7  "" "" ""   305     7  "" "" ""   294     7  "" "" ""   288    7 
07    "" "" ""   251     7  "" "" ""   253     7  "" "" ""   251     7  "" "" ""   237     7  "" "" ""   239    7 
08    "" "" ""   315     7  "" "" ""   314     7  "" "" ""   313     7  "" "" ""   298     7  "" "" ""   291    7 
09    "" "" ""   273     7  "" "" ""   271     7  "" "" ""   267     7  "" "" ""   255     7  "" "" ""   245    7 
10    "" "" ""   310     7  "" "" ""   308     7  "" "" ""   307     7  "" "" ""   283     7  "" "" ""   277    7 
11    "" "" ""   270     7  "" "" ""   266     7  "" "" ""   265     7  "" "" ""   250     7  "" "" ""   244    7 
12    "" "" ""   318     7  "" "" ""   315     7  "" "" ""   310     7  "" "" ""   298     7  "" "" ""   291    7 
13    "" "" ""   253     7  "" "" ""   256     7  "" "" ""   248     7  "" "" ""   241     7  "" "" ""   233    7 
14    "" "" ""   296     7  "" "" ""   293     7  "" "" ""   291     7  "" "" ""   279     7  "" "" ""   269    7 
15    "" "" ""   263     7  "" "" ""   261     7  "" "" ""   261     7  "" "" ""   250     7  "" "" ""   247    7 
16    "" "" ""   296     7  "" "" ""   297     7  "" "" ""   290     7  "" "" ""   281     7  "" "" ""   272    7 
17    "" "" ""   299     7  "" "" ""   297     7  "" "" ""   296     7  "" "" ""   282     7  "" "" ""   284    7 
18    "" "" ""   333     7  "" "" ""   336     7  "" "" ""   334     7  "" "" ""   321     7  "" "" ""   320    7 
19    "" "" ""   291     7  "" "" ""   289     7  "" "" ""   291     7  "" "" ""   277     7  "" "" ""   269    7 
20    05 09 77   360     7  26 09 77   365     7  17 10 77   361     7  07 11 77   349     7  28 11 77   342    7 
01    19 12 77   246     7  09 01 78   252     7  31 01 78   242     7  20 02 78   270     7 
02    "" "" ""   298     7  "" "" ""   299     7  "" "" ""   291     7  "" "" ""   316     7 
03    "" "" ""   246     7  "" "" ""   249     7  "" "" ""   243     7  "" "" ""   264     7 
04    19 12 77   294     7  09 01 78   294     7  31 01 78   284     7  20 02 78   312     7 
05    "" "" ""   263     7  "" "" ""   267     7  "" "" ""   258     7  "" "" ""   288     7 
06    "" "" ""   301     7  "" "" ""   305     7  "" "" ""   297     7  "" "" ""   321     7 
07    "" "" ""   247     7  "" "" ""   249     7  "" "" ""   244     7  "" "" ""   276     7 
08    "" "" ""   306     7  "" "" ""   302     7  "" "" ""   297     7  "" "" ""   332     7 
09    "" "" ""   256     7  "" "" ""   264     7  "" "" ""   254     7  "" "" ""   280     7 
10    19 12 77   286     7  09 01 78   291     7  31 01 78   282     7  20 02 78   305     7 
11    "" "" ""   260     7  "" "" ""   259     7  "" "" ""   253     7  "" "" ""   275     7 
12    "" "" ""   302     7  "" "" ""   307     7  "" "" ""   300     7  "" "" ""   320     7 
13    "" "" ""   246     7  "" "" ""   246     7  "" "" ""   243     7  "" "" ""   267     7 
14    19 12 77   282     7  09 01 78   286     7  31 01 78   277     7  20 02 78   303     7 
15    "" "" ""   260     7  "" "" ""   266     7  "" "" ""   258     7  "" "" ""   281     7 
16    "" "" ""   283     7  "" "" ""   290     7  "" "" ""   284     7  "" "" ""   305     7 
17    "" "" ""   287     7  "" "" ""   291     7  "" "" ""   279     7  "" "" ""   310     7 
18    "" "" ""   327     7  "" "" ""   325     7  "" "" ""   315     7  "" "" ""   345     7 
19    "" "" ""   281     7  "" "" ""   286     7  "" "" ""   273     7  "" "" ""   297     7 
20    "" "" ""   358     7  "" "" ""   357     7  "" "" ""   344     7  "" "" ""   375     7 
01    13 03 78   285     7  03 04 78   298     7  27 04 78   320     7  22 05 78   336     7 
02    "" "" ""   333     7  "" "" ""   344     7  "" "" ""   370     7  "" "" ""   389     7 
03    "" "" ""   284     7  "" "" ""   294     7  "" "" ""   316     7  "" "" ""   335     7 
04    "" "" ""   328     7  "" "" ""   337     7  "" "" ""   361     7  "" "" ""   381     7 
05    "" "" ""   303     7  "" "" ""   313     7  "" "" ""   339     7  "" "" ""   359     7  12 06 78   360    7 
06    "" "" ""   342     7  "" "" ""   355     7  "" "" ""   378     7  "" "" ""   400     7  "" "" ""   405    7 
07    "" "" ""   292     7  "" "" ""   302     7  "" "" ""   327     7  "" "" ""   348     7  "" "" ""   348    7 
08    13 03 78   346     7  03 04 78   359     7  27 04 78   384     7  22 05 78   401     7  12 06 78   410    7 
09    "" "" ""   298     7  "" "" ""   301     7  "" "" ""   322     7  "" "" ""   345     7  "" "" ""   347    7 
10    "" "" ""   320     7  "" "" ""   325     7  "" "" ""   344     7  "" "" ""   366     7  "" "" ""   371    7 
11    "" "" ""   292     7  "" "" ""   287     7  "" "" ""   312     7  "" "" ""   337     7  "" "" ""   340    7 
12    "" "" ""   342     7  "" "" ""   345     7  "" "" ""   365     7  "" "" ""   389     7  "" "" ""   391    7 
13    "" "" ""   282     7  "" "" ""   290     7  "" "" ""   308     7  "" "" ""   329     7  "" "" ""   332    7 
14    "" "" ""   319     7  "" "" ""   322     7  "" "" ""   341     7  "" "" ""   363     7  "" "" ""   365    7 
15    "" "" ""   301     7  "" "" ""   305     7  "" "" ""   327     7  "" "" ""   343     7  "" "" ""   350    7 
16    "" "" ""   324     7  "" "" ""   329     7  "" "" ""   352     7  "" "" ""   373     7  "" "" ""   374    7 
17    "" "" ""   324     7  "" "" ""   333     7  "" "" ""   363     7  "" "" ""   383     7  "" "" ""   386    7 
18    "" "" ""   365     7  "" "" ""   370     7  "" "" ""   398     7  "" "" ""   420     7  "" "" ""   424    7 
19    "" "" ""   313     7  "" "" ""   320     7  "" "" ""   344     7  "" "" ""   366     7  "" "" ""   371    7 
20    "" "" ""   399     7  "" "" ""   401     7  "" "" ""   431     7  "" "" ""   455     7  "" "" ""   462    7 
05    03 07 78   359     7  24 07 78   357     7  14 08 78   354     7  04 09 78   352     7  25 09 78   344    7 
06    "" "" ""   404     7  "" "" ""   399     7  "" "" ""   394     7  "" "" ""   388     7  "" "" ""   383    7 
07    "" "" ""   351     7  "" "" ""   349     7  "" "" ""   345     7  "" "" ""   342     7  "" "" ""   339    7 
08    "" "" ""   407     7  "" "" ""   405     7  "" "" ""   404     7  "" "" ""   396     7  "" "" ""   394    7 
09    "" "" ""   343     7  "" "" ""   340     7  "" "" ""   332     7  "" "" ""   334     7  "" "" ""   334    7 
10    "" "" ""   370     7  "" "" ""   372     7  "" "" ""   363     7  "" "" ""   365     7  "" "" ""   362    7 
11    03 07 78   334     7  24 07 78   328     7  14 08 78   325     7  04 09 78   328     7  25 09 78   327    7 
12    "" "" ""   389     7  "" "" ""   384     7  "" "" ""   376     7  "" "" ""   373     7  "" "" ""   376    7 
13    "" "" ""   328     7  "" "" ""   325     7  "" "" ""   321     7  "" "" ""   324     7  "" "" ""   327    7 
14    "" "" ""   363     7  "" "" ""   365     7  "" "" ""   360     7  "" "" ""   360     7  "" "" ""   360    7 
15    "" "" ""   346     7  "" "" ""   342     7  "" "" ""   343     7  "" "" ""   343     7  "" "" ""   339    7 
16    "" "" ""   370     7  "" "" ""   369     7  "" "" ""   365     7  "" "" ""   368     7  "" "" ""   363    7 
17    "" "" ""   383     7  "" "" ""   383     7  "" "" ""   383     7  "" "" ""   381     7  "" "" ""   377    7 
18    03 07 78   419     7  24 07 78   415     7  14 08 78   411     7  04 09 78   408     7  25 09 78   405    7 
19    "" "" ""   366     7  "" "" ""   363     7  "" "" ""   362     7  "" "" ""   358     7  "" "" ""   354    7 
20    "" "" ""   460     7  "" "" ""   453     7  "" "" ""   449     7  "" "" ""   444     7  "" "" ""   434    7 
01                                                                                            08 01 79   364    7 
02                                                                                            "" "" ""   404    7 
03                                                                                            "" "" ""   363    7 
04                                                                                            "" "" ""   389    7 
05    16 10 78   350     7  06 11 78   357     7  27 11 78   366     7  18 12 78   383     7  "" "" ""   396    7 
06    "" "" ""   388     7  "" "" ""   395     7  "" "" ""   409     7  "" "" ""   428     7  "" "" ""   448    7 
07    "" "" ""   337     7  "" "" ""   346     7  "" "" ""   357     7  "" "" ""   374     7  "" "" ""   404    7 
08    "" "" ""   396     7  "" "" ""   404     7  "" "" ""   417     7  "" "" ""   433     7  "" "" ""   449    7 
09    "" "" ""   347     7  "" "" ""   389     7  "" "" ""   367     7  "" "" ""   389     7  "" "" ""   408    7 
10    "" "" ""   369     7  "" "" ""   379     7  "" "" ""   393     7  "" "" ""   406     7  "" "" ""   422    7 
11    16 10 78   338     7  06 11 78   346     7  27 11 78   357     7  18 12 78   376     7  08 01 79   395    7 
12    "" "" ""   371     7  "" "" ""   380     7  "" "" ""   391     7  "" "" ""   408     7  "" "" ""   430    7 
13    "" "" ""   328     7  "" "" ""   335     7  "" "" ""   351     7  "" "" ""   371     7  "" "" ""   388    7 
14    "" "" ""   364     7  "" "" ""   368     7  "" "" ""   379     7  "" "" ""   399     7  "" "" ""   417    7 
15    "" "" ""   342     7  "" "" ""   354     7  "" "" ""   366     7  "" "" ""   381     7  "" "" ""   405    7 
16    "" "" ""   370     7  "" "" ""   377     7  "" "" ""   390     7  "" "" ""   405     7  "" "" ""   422    7 
17    "" "" ""   383     7  "" "" ""   386     7  "" "" ""   398     7  "" "" ""   412     7  "" "" ""   434    7 
18    "" "" ""   405     7  "" "" ""   416     7  "" "" ""   429     7  "" "" ""   440     7  "" "" ""   463    7 
19    "" "" ""   357     7  "" "" ""   364     7  "" "" ""   379     7  "" "" ""   388     7  "" "" ""   413    7 
20    "" "" ""   443     7  "" "" ""   450     7  "" "" ""   458     7  "" "" ""   474     7  "" "" ""   498    7 
01    30 01 79   391     7  19 02 79   408     7  12 03 79   421     7  02 04 79   443     7  23 04 79   448    7 
02    "" "" ""   427     7  "" "" ""   443     7  "" "" ""   460     7  "" "" ""   479     7  "" "" ""   483    7 
03    "" "" ""   384     7  "" "" ""   405     7  "" "" ""   418     7  "" "" ""   445     7  "" "" ""   456    7 
04    "" "" ""   412     7  "" "" ""   426     7  "" "" ""   439     7  "" "" ""   459     7  "" "" ""   468    7 
05    "" "" ""   413     7  "" "" ""   431     7  "" "" ""   437     7  "" "" ""   462     7  "" "" ""   472    7 
06    "" "" ""   461     7  "" "" ""   470     7  "" "" ""   484     7  "" "" ""   506     7  "" "" ""   514    7 
07    30 01 79   419     7  19 02 79   434     7  12 03 79   447     7  02 04 79   471     7  23 04 79   476    7 
08    "" "" ""   460     7  "" "" ""   470     7  "" "" ""   485     7  "" "" ""   504     7  "" "" ""   511    7 
09    "" "" ""   410     7  "" "" ""   422     7  "" "" ""   426     7  "" "" ""   445     7  "" "" ""   451    7 
10    "" "" ""   423     7  "" "" ""   436     7  "" "" ""   438     7  "" "" ""   453     7  "" "" ""   461    7 
11    "" "" ""   394     7  "" "" ""   414     7  "" "" ""   421     7  "" "" ""   443     7  "" "" ""   450    7 
12    "" "" ""   437     7  "" "" ""   447     7  "" "" ""   455     7  "" "" ""   475     7  "" "" ""   480    7 
13    "" "" ""   393     7  "" "" ""   408     7  "" "" ""   416     7  "" "" ""   436     7  "" "" ""   436    7 
14    "" "" ""   424     7  "" "" ""   442     7  "" "" ""   446     7  "" "" ""   461     7  "" "" ""   470    7 
15    "" "" ""   410     7  "" "" ""   426     7  "" "" ""   434     7  "" "" ""   454     7  "" "" ""   460    7 
16    "" "" ""   425     7  "" "" ""   438     7  "" "" ""   450     7  "" "" ""   470     7  "" "" ""   477    7 
17    "" "" ""   442     7  "" "" ""   461     7  "" "" ""   478     7  "" "" ""   499        "" "" ""   507    7 
18    30 01 79   465     7  19 02 79   490     7  12 03 79   502     7  02 04 79   517        23 04 79   527    7 
19    "" "" ""   426     7  "" "" ""   443     7  "" "" ""   457     7  "" "" ""   481        "" "" ""   488    7 
20    "" "" ""   505     7  "" "" ""   520     7  "" "" ""   530     7  "" "" ""   555        "" "" ""   565    7 
01    21 05 79   452     7  04 06 79   453     7  11 06 79   460     7 
02    "" "" ""   484     7  "" "" ""   485     7  "" "" ""   493     7 
03    "" "" ""   455     7  "" "" ""   465     7  "" "" ""   477     7 
04    "" "" ""   475     7  "" "" ""   476     7  "" "" ""   480     7 
05    "" "" ""   473     7  "" "" ""   471     7  "" "" ""   474     7 
06    "" "" ""   518     7  "" "" ""   518     7  "" "" ""   522     7 
07    "" "" ""   475     7  "" "" ""   486     7  "" "" ""   490     7 
08    21 05 79   515     7  04 06 79   523     7  11 06 79   524     7 
09    "" "" ""   448     7  "" "" ""   455     7  "" "" ""   461     7 
10    "" "" ""   466     7  "" "" ""   458     7  "" "" ""   470     7 
11    "" "" ""   456     7  "" "" ""   463     7  "" "" ""   463     7 
12    "" "" ""   482     7  "" "" ""   497     7  "" "" ""   498     7 
13    "" "" ""   441     7  "" "" ""   436     7  "" "" ""   440     7 
14    "" "" ""   469     7  "" "" ""   464     7  "" "" ""   466     7 
15    "" "" ""   452     7  "" "" ""   469     7  "" "" ""   473     7 
16    "" "" ""   479     7  "" "" ""   488     7  "" "" ""   493     7 
17    "" "" ""   504     7  "" "" ""   499     7  "" "" ""   506     7 
18    "" "" ""   529     7  "" "" ""   526     7  "" "" ""   521     7 
19    "" "" ""   491     7  "" "" ""   495     7  "" "" ""   501     7 
20    "" "" ""   567     7  "" "" ""   579     7  "" "" ""   573     7 
PROJECT:  BNE-CH 523         "FRANKLYNVALE", GRANDCHESTER 
 
START: 30/10/78  FINISH: 28/08/80  
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  MORETON     
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 03  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 04  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 05  =<25% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    CONTROL 
 06  =<25% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 07  =<25% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 08  =<25% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  30/10/78  28/08/80  668    11    178     363     185    0.28                                           FULL 
 02  30/10/78  28/08/80  668          179     378     199    0.30                                           FULL 
 03  30/10/78  28/08/80  668          174     368     194    0.29                                           FULL 
 04  30/10/78  28/08/80  668          174     386     212    0.32                                           FULL 
 05  30/10/78  28/09/80  667     7    213     436     223    0.33                                           FULL 
 06  30/10/78  28/09/80  667     7    212     466     254    0.38                                           FULL 
 07  30/10/78  28/09/80  667     7    208     435     227    0.34                                           FULL 
 08  30/10/78  28/09/80  667     6    214     445     231    0.35                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08                    GRAZED PAD  1 30/10/78-28/08/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.50 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    30 10 78   178    11  20 11 78   189    11  12 12 78   205    11  02 01 79   214    11  23 01 79   220   11 
02    "" "" ""   179    11  "" "" ""   193    11  "" "" ""   215    11  "" "" ""   228    11  "" "" ""   237   11 
03    "" "" ""   174    12  "" "" ""   189    12  "" "" ""   211    12  "" "" ""   219    12  "" "" ""   228   12 
04    "" "" ""   174    12  "" "" ""   188    12  "" "" ""   209    12  "" "" ""   220    12  "" "" ""   227   12 
05    "" "" ""   213     7  "" "" ""   227     7  "" "" ""   242     7  "" "" ""   254     7  "" "" ""   261    7 
06    "" "" ""   212     7  "" "" ""   228     7  "" "" ""   254     7  "" "" ""   266     7  "" "" ""   274    7 
07    "" "" ""   208     7  "" "" ""   225     7  "" "" ""   250     7  "" "" ""   261     7  "" "" ""   269    7 
08    "" "" ""   214     6  "" "" ""   229     6  "" "" ""   253     6  "" "" ""   264     6  "" "" ""   270    6 
01    13 02 79   230    11  06 03 79   248    11  26 03 79   258    11  17 04 79   269    11  08 05 79   268   11 
02    "" "" ""   248    11  "" "" ""   267    11  "" "" ""   281    11  "" "" ""   290    11  "" "" ""   291   11 
03    "" "" ""   237    12  "" "" ""   255    12  "" "" ""   287    12  "" "" ""   274    12  "" "" ""   250   12 
04    "" "" ""   239    12  "" "" ""   255    12  "" "" ""   270    12  "" "" ""   277    12  "" "" ""   277   12 
05    "" "" ""   274     7  "" "" ""   294     7  "" "" ""   316     7  "" "" ""   323     7  "" "" ""   325    7 
06    "" "" ""   290     7  "" "" ""   311     7  "" "" ""   333     7  "" "" ""   346     7  "" "" ""   348    7 
07    13 02 79   278     7  06 03 79   304     7  26 03 79   322     7  17 04 79   334     7  08 05 79   333    7 
08    "" "" ""   287     6  "" "" ""   304     6  "" "" ""   321     6  "" "" ""   333     6  "" "" ""   338    6 
01    29 05 79   264    11  19 06 79   255    11  13 07 79   235    11  31 07 79   232    11  21 08 79   240   11 
02    "" "" ""   284    11  "" "" ""   253    11  "" "" ""   259    11  "" "" ""   256    11  "" "" ""   265   11 
03    "" "" ""   267    12  "" "" ""   261    12  "" "" ""   244    12  "" "" ""   241    12  "" "" ""   248   12 
04    "" "" ""   272    12  "" "" ""   264    12  "" "" ""   246    12  "" "" ""   241    12  "" "" ""   232   12 
05    29 05 79   317     7  19 06 79   312     7  13 07 79   292     7  31 07 79   285     7  21 08 79   294    7 
06    "" "" ""   340     7  "" "" ""   336     7  "" "" ""   314     7  "" "" ""   312     7  "" "" ""   321    7 
07    "" "" ""   324     7  "" "" ""   319     7  "" "" ""   295     7  "" "" ""   292     7  "" "" ""   296    7 
08    "" "" ""   329     6  "" "" ""   321     6  "" "" ""   305     6  "" "" ""   296     6  "" "" ""   304    6 
01    11 09 79   252    11  27 02 80   342    11  28 08 80   363    11 
02    "" "" ""   274    11  "" "" ""   368    11  "" "" ""   378    11 
03    "" "" ""   260    12  "" "" ""   357    12  "" "" ""   368    12 
04    "" "" ""   239    12  "" "" ""   357    12  "" "" ""   386    12 
05    "" "" ""   306     7  "" "" ""   413     7  "" "" ""   436     7 
06    "" "" ""   335     7  "" "" ""   435     7  "" "" ""   466     7 
07    "" "" ""   321     7  "" "" ""   409     7  "" "" ""   435     7 
08    "" "" ""   319     6  "" "" ""   417     6  "" "" ""   445     6 
PROJECT:  BRG-CH 415         "QUAKIT", THEODORE 
 
START: 19/07/73  FINISH: 18/04/74  
REGION: DAWS-CALL VYS      SHIRE:  BANANA  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 03  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 04  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 05  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 06  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  19/07/73  01/11/73  105    16    174     163     -11   -0.10   18 04 74   168    16    227     0.38    FULL 
 02  19/07/73  01/11/73  105    16    190     182      -8   -0.07   18 04 74   168    16    258     0.46    FULL 
 03  19/07/73  01/11/73  105    16    175     180       5    0.05   18 04 74   168    16    231     0.30    FULL 
 04  19/07/73  01/11/73  105    16    189     205      16    0.15   18 04 74   168    16    278     0.43    FULL 
 05  19/07/73  01/11/73  105    16    176     196      21    0.19   18 04 74   168    16    250     0.32    FULL 
 06    /  /      /  /                 187     213      26    0.24   18 04 74   168    16    280     0.40    FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 19/07/73-01/11/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  32  HA/HD:  2.53 
GROUPS 03 04                                      GRAZED PAD  2 19/07/73-01/11/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  32  HA/HD:  2.53 
GROUPS 05 06                                      GRAZED PAD  3 19/07/73-01/11/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  32  HA/HD:  2.53 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD  4 01/11/73-18/04/74   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  96  HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  3    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  4    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP:   01 02 
FED:          -           NO.SUPP:     REASON:             METHOD:             FEED FREQ:             SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX:                                                                                                             UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   03 04 
FED: 19 07 73 - 01 11 73  NO.SUPP:  32 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: 3 WEEKLY    SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 0.4 KG  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: MOLASSES     10   COMM MINL     1                                                                           UNITS:  V/W 
 
GROUP:   05 06 
FED: 19 07 73 - 01 11 73  NO.SUPP:  32 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: S-FEEDER    FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 1.7 KG  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: SORGHUM      64   UREA          1                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    19 07 73   174    16  01 11 73   163    16  18 04 74   227    16 
02    "" "" ""   190    16  "" "" ""   182    16  "" "" ""   258    16 
03    "" "" ""   175    16  "" "" ""   180    16  "" "" ""   231    16 
04    "" "" ""   189    16  "" "" ""   205    16  "" "" ""   278    16 
05    "" "" ""   176    16  "" "" ""   196    16  "" "" ""   250    16 
06    "" "" ""   187    16  "" "" ""   213    16  "" "" ""   280    16 
 
PROJECT:  BWN-CH 370         "WOONTON VALE", MT BARNETT 
 
START: 25/11/71  FINISH: 15/05/72 
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN   
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   233  217  150   56   28             18   16   19   31  112 
                71                                       50    0   18   48  226 
                72   582  389   95    7   25 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  <50% IND    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  <50% IND    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  <50% IND    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  25/11/71  15/05/72  172    31    436     532      95    0.56                                           FULL 
 02  25/11/71  15/05/72  172    24    422     518      96    0.56                                           FULL 
 03  25/11/71  15/05/72  172    23    443     510      67    0.39                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  1 25/11/71-15/05/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  80  HA/HD:  2.10 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  2 25/11/71-15/05/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 240  HA/HD:  5.00 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  3 25/11/71-15/05/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 205  HA/HD:  3.90 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                IMP PAST              ? COMP NAT GRASS                    ? COMP TOWN STYLO 
  2    FOREST                IMP PAST              ? COMP NAT GRASS                    ? COMP TOWN STYLO 
  3    FOREST                IMP PAST              ? COMP NAT GRASS                    ? COMP TOWN STYLO 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 23 11 71 - 15 05 72  NO.SUPP: 240 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: .22 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: MOLASSES      5   PHOS ACID     1                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP:   03 
FED: 23 11 71 - 15 05 72  NO.SUPP: 205 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: .26 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: MOLASSES      5   MAP           1                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    25 11 71   436    31  10 04 72   522    31  15 05 72   532    31 
02    "" "" ""   422    24  "" "" ""   503    24  "" "" ""   518    24 
03    "" "" ""   443    23  "" "" ""   504    23  "" "" ""   510    23 
PROJECT:  BWN-CH 370(P)      "WOONTON VALE", MT BARNETT 
 
START: 11/11/70  FINISH: 14/05/71  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN   
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                                                                   26    0   85 
                70                                                 26    0   85 
                71    15  208  391   42    0 
                71    15  208  391   42    0 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  11/11/70  14/05/71  153    40    424     434     138    0.90                                           FULL 
 02  11/11/70  14/05/71  153    20    562     568     133    0.87                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 11/11/70-14/05/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  40  HA/HD:  2.00 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 11/11/70-14/05/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 270  HA/HD:  2.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              MAINLY FOR'T BLVE MAINLY BLK SPEAR  SOME   TOWN STYLO 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              MAINLY FOR'T BLVE MAINLY BLK SPEAR  SOME   TOWN STYLO 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 11 11 70 - 14 05 71  NO.SUPP: 267 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 3.2 G   MIN: 0.4 G   MAX: 5.8 G 
MIX: MOLASSES      6   PHOS ACID     1                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    11 11 70   424        08 04 71   545        14 05 71   562 
02    "" "" ""   434        "" "" ""   546        "" "" ""   568 
PROJECT:  BWN-CH 481         "BIRRALEE", BOWEN 
 
START: 15/12/76  FINISH: 08/06/78  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  25-50% IND  6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 02  25-50% IND  6-<12 MTH   SPAYED                PASS SPAY 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  15/12/76  08/06/78  541     8    172     355     183    0.34                                           FULL 
 02  15/12/76  08/06/78  541    14    172     354     182    0.34                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 15/12/76-08/06/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
PROJECT:  CLE-CH 354         "WHEATLEIGH", CHARLEVILLE 
 
START: 21/06/71  FINISH:   /  /71  
REGION: SOUTH WEST         SHIRE:  MURWEH 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 03  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 04  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  21/06/71  17/09/71   88    42    169     201      31    0.36                                           FULL 
 02  21/06/71  17/09/71   88    43    169     185      15    0.17                                           FULL 
 03  21/06/71  17/09/71   88    33    160     187      27    0.31                                           FULL 
 04  21/06/71  17/09/71   88    36    161     176      15    0.17                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 03                                      GRAZED PAD  1 21/06/71-17/09/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  83  HA/HD: 14.40 
GROUPS 02 04                                      GRAZED PAD  2 21/06/71-17/09/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 140  HA/HD: 17.20 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM WIREGRAS 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM WIREGRAS 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 03 
 
GROUP:   02 04 
FED: 21 06 71 - 17 09 71  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES     50   BIURET       50   SULPHUR       1                                                         UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    21 06 71   169    42  19 07 71   182    42  17 09 71   201    42 
02    "" "" ""   169    43  "" "" ""   179    43  "" "" ""   185    43 
03    "" "" ""   160    33  "" "" ""   171    33  "" "" ""   187    33 
04    "" "" ""   161    36  "" "" ""   171    36  "" "" ""   176    36 
PROJECT:  CLE-CH 505         "STIRLING DOWNS", TAMBO 
 
START: 13/12/77  FINISH: 19/07/79   
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  TAMBO   
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                77    53  147  133   86  106    0    0    0   15   79    4   26    649 
                78   145   45   35    0   55   47   89   85   25   25   13   51    615 
                79     2   97   70    0    0   16    2    0    0   13   12   17    229 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SANTA G     12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 02  SANTA G     12-<18 MTH  SPAYED                FLANK SPAY 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  13/12/77  19/07/79  583    15    264     482     218    0.37                                           EMPTY 
 02  13/12/77  19/07/79  583    10    266     463     197    0.34                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 13/12/77-22/03/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  7.20 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 22/03/78-19/07/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 11.20 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST              PREDOM MITCHELL 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    13 12 77   264        03 02 78   296        02 05 78   350        28 07 78   326        25 08 78   337 
02    "" "" ""   266        "" "" ""   294        "" "" ""   350        "" "" ""   320        "" "" ""   331 
01    10 11 78   388        03 02 79   463        09 05 79   532        19 07 79   482 
02    "" "" ""   378        "" "" ""   444        "" "" ""   507        "" "" ""   463 
PROJECT:  CLE-CH 592(A)      "LAMBERT" 
 
START: 03/03/81  FINISH: 10/06/81   
REGION: SOUTH WEST         SHIRE:  UNKNOWN      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  POLL-HRD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  POLL-HRD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  03/03/81  10/06/81   99    24    310     393      84    0.84                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  03/03/81  10/06/81   99    24    310     397      87    0.88                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 03/03/81-10/06/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    OTH ACACIA TREA       NAT PAST              100%   UNK PAST 
PROJECT:  CLE-CH 592(B)      "MT MORRIS" 
 
START: 03/03/81  FINISH: 10/06/81 
REGION: SOUTH WEST         SHIRE:  UNKNOWN    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  03/03/81  10/06/81   99    24    144     224      81    0.81                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  03/03/81  10/06/81   99    24    143     228      85    0.86                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 03/03/81-10/06/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MIXTURE               NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
PROJECT:  CLE-CH 592(C)      "WESTQUARTER" 
 
START: 02/03/81  FINISH: 17/06/81  
REGION: SOUTH WEST         SHIRE:  MURWEH      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SHORTHORN   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  SHORTHORN   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  SHORTHORN   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 04  SHORTHORN   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 05  SHORTHORN   3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 06  SHORTHORN   3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  02/03/81  17/06/81  107    24    253     309      56    0.53                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  02/03/81  17/06/81  107    24    253     318      65    0.62                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  02/03/81  17/06/81  107    24    359     416      57    0.54                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04  02/03/81  17/06/81  107    24    358     432      74    0.71                                           L.S.MEANS 
 05  02/03/81  17/06/81  107    24    481     509      28    0.26                                           L.S.MEANS 
 06  02/03/81  17/06/81  107    24    481     519      39    0.37                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD  1 02/03/81-17/06/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
PROJECT:  CLT-CH 442         "FRANKFIELD STATION", CLERMONT 
 
START: 01/05/75  FINISH: 11/06/76  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  BELYANDO    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  <50% IND    3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  <50% IND    3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  50-75% IND  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 04  =>75% IND   3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  01/05/75  11/06/76  407    13    441     580     134    0.34                                           EMPTY 
 02  01/05/75  11/06/76  407    20    432     578     144    0.35                                           EMPTY 
 03  01/05/75  11/06/76  407    49    440     586     146    0.36                                           EMPTY 
 04  01/05/75  11/06/76  407    18    429     571     144    0.35                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 01/05/75-11/06/76   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              100%   BVFFEL 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    01 05 75   441        16 09 75   464        11 06 76   580 
02    "" "" ""   432        "" "" ""   464        "" "" ""   578 
03    "" "" ""   440        "" "" ""   474        "" "" ""   586 
04    "" "" ""   429        "" "" ""   459        "" "" ""   571 
PROJECT:  CTS-CH  P7         "BLETCHINGTON" 
 
START: 09/05/63  FINISH: 14/11/63 
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  DALRYMPLE     
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SHORTHORN   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  SHORTHORN   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  ORGANIC PH 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  09/05/63  14/11/63  189    33    239     234      -4   -0.02                                           FULL 
 02  09/05/63  14/11/63  189    33    239     234      -4   -0.02                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 09/05/63-14/11/63   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    09 05 63   239    33  25 09 63   222    33  14 11 63   234    33 
02    "" "" ""   239    33  "" "" ""   224    33  "" "" ""   234    33 
PROJECT:  CTS-CH  P9         "BRITTANIA", CHARTERS TOWERS 
 
START: 29/07/63  FINISH: 15/11/63   
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  DALRYMPLE    
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                63   207  108   33   40    0    0    0   70    0    0   13    0    471 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXED BRDS  6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  MIXED BRDS  6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    VIT A 
 03  MIXED BRDS  6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CONTROL 
 04  MIXED BRDS  6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    VIT A 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  30/07/63  15/11/63  107    16    156     161      11    0.09                                           FULL 
 02  30/07/63  15/11/63  107    17    156     171      14    0.13                                           FULL 
 03  30/07/63  15/11/63  107    12    100     116      13    0.13                                           FULL 
 04  30/07/63  15/11/63  107     8            123      13    0.13                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD    30/08/63-15/11/63   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
 
GROUP:   01 02 03 04 
FED: 29 07 63 - 30 08 63  NO.SUPP:     REASON: DROUGHT     METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: SORGHUM     ?AM'T MEAT MEAL   ?AM'T LUCRN HAY   ?AM'T                                                       UNITS:  (?) 
PROJECT:  CTS-CH CH6(B)      "TRAFALGAR", CHARTERS TOWERS 
 
START: 03/09/68  FINISH: 21/02/70   
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  DALRYMPLE  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 02  % IND UNKN  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 03  % IND UNKN  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  03/09/68  10/07/70  675    38    204     364     160    0.23                                           FULL 
 02  03/09/68  10/07/70  675    19    192     421     228    0.34                                           FULL 
 03  03/09/68  10/07/70  675    24    217     429     212    0.31                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 03/09/68-10/07/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 120  HA/HD:  8.32 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 03/09/68-10/07/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  90  HA/HD:  8.44 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 03/09/68-10/07/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  40  HA/HD:  4.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  3    FOREST                NAT PAST  SUPER       100%   NAT PAST 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 03 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 03 09 68 - 00 12 68  NO.SUPP:  90 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: BONE FLOUR        SALT                                                                                      UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 00 12 68 - 10 07 70  NO.SUPP:  90 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES     53   PHOS ACID    10                                                                           UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    03 09 68   204        03 12 68   227        29 05 69   318        21 02 70   324        10 07 70   364 
02    "" "" ""   192        "" "" ""   233        "" "" ""   318        "" "" ""   353        "" "" ""   421 
03    "" "" ""   217        "" "" ""   248        "" "" ""   355        "" "" ""   375        "" "" ""   429 
PROJECT:  CTS-CH 325         "FELSPAR", CHARTERS TOWERS 
 
START: 28/04/70  FINISH: 22/09/70  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  CHARTERS TOWER  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  % IND UNKN  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 04  % IND UNKN  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  28/04/70  22/09/70  147    23    374     365      -8   -0.05                                           FULL 
 02  28/04/70  22/09/70  147    22    369     355     -13   -0.09                                           FULL 
 03  28/04/70  22/09/70  147    24    286     285      -1       0                                           FULL 
 04  28/04/70  22/09/70  147    20    274     273       0    0.00                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 03                                      GRAZED PAD  1 28/04/70-22/09/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 100  HA/HD:  8.00 
GROUPS 02 04                                      GRAZED PAD  2 28/04/70-22/09/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 300  HA/HD:  8.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BASALT NORTH          NAT PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY PITED BLVE 
  2    BASALT NORTH          NAT PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY PITED BLVE 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 03 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 25 06 70 - 22 09 70  NO.SUPP:  23 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: SORGHUM       8   BIURET        3                                                                           UNITS:  OZ 
 
GROUP:   04 
FED: 25 06 70 - 22 09 70  NO.SUPP:  21 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: SORGHUM       8   BIURET        3                                                                           UNITS:  OZ 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    28 04 70   374    24  25 06 70   378    24  29 07 70   374    24  22 09 70   365    23 
02    "" "" ""   369    23  "" "" ""   372    23  "" "" ""   377    23  "" "" ""   355    22 
03    "" "" ""   286    24  "" "" ""   296    24  "" "" ""   291    24  "" "" ""   285    24 
04    "" "" ""   274    21  "" "" ""   283    21  "" "" ""   288    21  "" "" ""   273    20 
PROJECT:  CTS-CH 326(A) 
 
START: 23/05/69  FINISH:   
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  CHARTERS TOWER    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER 
 02  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER 
 03  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  23/05/69  16/09/69  116    20     98     102       3    0.03                                           FULL 
 02  23/05/69  16/09/69  116    30    121     122       1    0.01                                           FULL 
 03  23/05/69  16/09/69  116   132    104      99      -5   -0.04                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 23/05/69-16/09/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.00 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 23/05/69-16/09/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.00 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 23/05/69-03/12/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.00 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  3 16/09/69-03/12/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  4 16/09/69-03/12/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  3    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  4    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 23 05 69 - 16 09 69  NO.SUPP:  30 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV:   2 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: LEGUME HAY  100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   03 
FED: 23 05 69 - 03 12 69  NO.SUPP: 132 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: .38 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: ENERGY       35   BIURET       50   BONE FLOUR    5   SALT         10                                       UNITS:  % 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    23 05 69    98    20  20 08 69   102    20  16 09 69   102    20 
02    "" "" ""   121    30  "" "" ""   124    30  "" "" ""   122    30 
03    "" "" ""   103   132  "" "" ""   104   132  "" "" ""    98   132  05 11 69   104   132 
PROJECT:  CTS-CH 326(C)      "MYRRLUMBING" 
 
START: 07/06/71  FINISH: 28/10/71 
REGION: UNKNOWN            SHIRE:  UNKNOWN     
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                71                   89   15   56   20    9    0   72    6 
                71                   89   15   56   20    9    0   72    6 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     FEMALE E 
 02  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     FEMALE E 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  07/06/71  28/10/71  143    25    241     226     -15   -0.10                                           FULL 
 02  07/06/71  28/10/71  143    50    237     250      12    0.09                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 07/06/71-28/10/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  4.80 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 07/06/71-28/10/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  4.80 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY MITCHELL 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY MITCHELL 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 07 06 71 - 28 10 71  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV:   2 KG  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: GRAIN        50   MAP          50                                                                           UNITS:  % 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED:          -           NO.SUPP:     REASON:             METHOD:             FEED FREQ:             SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV:   3 KG  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: GRAIN        50   BIURET       36   MIXED MINL   14                                                         UNITS:  % 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    07 06 71   241    25  29 09 71   225    25  28 10 71   226 
02    "" "" ""   237    50  "" "" ""   247    50  "" "" ""   250 
PROJECT:  CTS-CH 336(A)      "HILLGROVE", CHARTERS TOWERS 
 
START: 21/08/70  FINISH: 08/12/72  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  CHARTERS TOWER    
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   114  117   88   23   12   19    9    4    7   16   34   56    503 
                70   118  114   71   21                   7        39   67   37    477 
                71    54  122  147   48   23   42    9    6        21   18   37    543 
                72   241  192  245         6   20              3        26    0    735 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  BRITISH-X   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS 
 02  BRITISH-X   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  21/08/71  08/12/72  839    21    157     402     244    0.29                                           FULL 
 02  21/08/71  08/12/72  839    40    162     384     221    0.26                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 21/08/70-28/10/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 16.00 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 21/08/70-28/10/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 16.00 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3 28/10/70-09/06/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  4 09/06/71-27/11/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  5.60 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  5 09/06/71-27/11/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  8.00 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  5 12/11/71-25/05/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  4 25/05/72-27/09/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  6.00 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  5 25/05/72-27/09/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  6.00 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  4 27/09/72-08/12/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BASALT NORTH          NAT PAST              PREDOM QLD BLVE 
  2    BASALT NORTH          NAT PAST              PREDOM QLD BLVE 
  3    BASALT NORTH          NAT PAST              PREDOM QLD BLVE 
  4    BASALT NORTH          NAT PAST              PREDOM QLD BLVE 
  5    BASALT NORTH          NAT PAST              PREDOM QLD BLVE 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 21 08 70 - 18 11 70  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX: MOLASSES      1   BIURET        3                                                                           UNITS:  P.W. 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 14 06 71 - 27 11 71  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX: MOLASSES     80   BIURET       18   SULPHUR       2                                                         UNITS:  G 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 01 06 72 - 27 09 72  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX: MOLASSES     20   BIURET       50   MIXED MINL   20   SALT         10                                       UNITS:  G 
 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    21 08 70   157    25  23 09 70   167    25  28 10 70   172    25  18 11 70   175    25  09 06 71   320   25 
02    "" "" ""   162    44  "" "" ""   169    44  "" "" ""   165    44  "" "" ""   174    44  "" "" ""   316   44 
01    02 08 71   313    25                        28 09 71   315    25  27 11 71   322    25  13 12 71   330   25 
02                      42  11 08 71   315    42  "" "" ""   301    42  "" "" ""   307    42  "" "" ""   314   42 
01    25 05 72   436    21  11 07 72   430    21                    21                    21  17 10 72   428   21 
02    25 05 72   426    40  11 07 72   439    40  22 08 72   430    40  27 09 72   441    40  17 10 72   404   40 
01    08 12 72   403    21 
02    "" "" ""   385    40 
PROJECT:  CTS-CH 366(A) 
 
START: 21/08/70  FINISH: 08/12/72  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  DALRYMPLE  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  BRITISH-X   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  BRITISH-X   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  21/08/70  08/12/72  840    42    157     402     244    0.29                                           FULL 
 02  21/08/70  08/12/72  840    25    162     384     221    0.26                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 27/08/70-08/12/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BASALT NORTH          NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 21 08 70 - 08 12 72  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: OTHER       SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T BIURET      ?AM'T MIXED MINL  ?AM'T                                                       UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    21 08 70   157    42  23 09 70   167    42  28 10 70   172    42  18 11 70   175    42  09 06 71   320   42 
02    "" "" ""   162    25  "" "" ""   169    25  "" "" ""   165    25  "" "" ""   174    25  "" "" ""   316   25 
01    02 08 71   313    42                        27 11 71   322    42  13 12 71   330    42  25 05 72   436   42 
02                          11 08 71   315    25  "" "" ""   307    25  "" "" ""   314    25  "" "" ""   426   25 
01    11 07 72   430    42                                              17 10 72   428    42  08 12 72   402   42 
02    "" "" ""   439    25  22 08 72   430    25  27 09 72   441    25  "" "" ""   404    25  "" "" ""   384   25 
PROJECT:  DBY-CH 371( )      "AUBURN" CHINCHILLA 
 
START: 11/01/72  FINISH: 24/05/72  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  CHINCHILLA   
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                72   161   78    2   65   25 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  <50% IND    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       CALF 
 02  <50% IND    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       CALF 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  11/01/72  24/05/71  134    34    103     201      97    0.72                                           FULL 
 02  11/01/72  24/05/71  134          108     214     105    0.77                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 11/01/72-25/05/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.00 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 11/01/72-25/05/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              PREDOM GREEN PANC 
  2    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              PREDOM GREEN PANC 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 04 03 72 - 25 05 72  NO.SUPP:  34 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: CREEP       FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 82   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON  % EAT AV: 2.9 LB  MIN: 2.0 LB  MAX: 3.9 LB 
MIX: SORGHUM     100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    11 01 72   103        10 02 72   128        13 03 72   163        27 04 72   187        24 05 72   201 
02    "" "" ""   108        "" "" ""   136        "" "" ""   171        "" "" ""   198        "" "" ""   214 
PROJECT:  DBY-CH 513      "GOLDEN GROVE", GLENMORGAN 
 
START: 00/00/78  FINISH: 00/00/78  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  TARA   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXED BRDS  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 02  MIXED BRDS  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  00/00/78  00/00/78  136    37    315     425     110    0.81                                           FULL 
 02  00/00/78  00/00/78  136    37    315     428     113    0.83                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 00/00/78-00/00/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  37  HA/HD:  0.43 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 00/00/78-00/00/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  37  HA/HD:  0.43 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 00 00 78 - 00 00 78  NO.SUPP:   3 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: COMMERC 
        % EATING: 7    AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 390 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: OTH MINL    100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
PROJECT:  DBY-CH 514      "ASHVALE", IRVINGDALE 
 
START: 00/00/78  FINISH: 00/00/78  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  ROSALIE    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 02  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  00/00/78  00/00/78  137    60    414     543     129    0.94                                           FULL 
 02  00/00/78  00/00/78  137    60    414     547     133    0.97                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 00/00/78-00/00/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  60  HA/HD:  0.30 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 00/00/78-00/00/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  60  HA/HD:  0.30 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 00 00 78 - 00 00 78  NO.SUPP:  60 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: COMMERC 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 536 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: OTH MINL    100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
PROJECT:  D1                 "GLENRIVE", PILTON 
 
START: 26/02/81  FINISH: 26/06/81  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  CAMBOOYA  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  50-75% IND  0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    CALF      CONTROL 
 02  50-75% IND  0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    CALF      RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  26/02/81  26/06/81  120    22    132     232     100    0.83                                           FULL 
 02  26/02/81  26/06/81  120    22    132     247     115    0.96                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1   /  /  -  /  /     BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    26 02 81   132    22  14 04 81   181    22  26 06 81   232    22 
02    "" "" ""   132    22  "" "" ""   188    22  "" "" ""   247    22 
PROJECT:  D10              
 
START: 02/06/60  FINISH: 18/05/61   
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  EIDSVOLD    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER 
 02  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  02/06/60  10/12/60  201    21    187     210      23    0.11   18 05 61   159    16    287     0.49    FULL 
 02  02/06/60  10/12/60  201    20    186     281      94    0.46   18 05 61   159    18    359     0.48    FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 02/06/60-10/12/60   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 02/06/60-10/12/60   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3 10/12/60-18/05/61   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
  3    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 02 06 60 - 10 12 60  NO.SUPP:  20 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: S-FEEDER    FEED FREQ: 3 WEEKLY    SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 3.0 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: COTTON ML   100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    02 06 60   187    21  05 08 60   175    21  05 10 60   177    21  10 12 60   210    21  20 02 61   228   16 
02    "" "" ""   186    20  "" "" ""   201    20  "" "" ""   229    20  "" "" ""   281    20  "" "" ""   312   18 
01    18 05 61   287    16 
02    "" "" ""   359    18 
PROJECT:  D11                EIDSVOLD DISTRICT 
 
START: 18/05/61  FINISH: 02/04/62  
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  EIDSVOLD 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  18/05/61  06/11/61  172    20    173     189      15    0.09   02 04 62   149          286     0.65    FULL 
 02  18/05/61  06/11/61  172    20    172     237      64    0.37   02 04 62   149          312     0.50    FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 18/05/61-11/07/61   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  20  HA/HD:  4.80 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 18/05/61-11/07/61   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  20  HA/HD:  4.80 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  1 11/07/61-06/11/61   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  20  HA/HD:  4.80 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  2 11/07/61-06/11/61   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  20  HA/HD:  4.80 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3 06/11/61-02/04/62   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  40  HA/HD:  4.80 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   BLK SPEAR 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   BLK SPEAR 
  3    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   BLK SPEAR 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 18 05 61 - 06 11 61  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: S-FEEDER    FEED FREQ: 3 WEEKLY    SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 2.5 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: COTTON ML   100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    18 05 61   173        11 07 61   171        12 09 61   174        06 11 61   189        02 04 62   286 
02    "" "" ""   172        "" "" ""   183        "" "" ""   202        "" "" ""   237        "" "" ""   312 
PROJECT:  D12                "LYNORE" EAST PALMERSTON 
 
START: 17/07/03  FINISH: 05/02/64   
REGION: TROP WET BELT      SHIRE:  JOHNSTONE   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  % IND UNKN  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  17/07/63  05/02/64  203    25    277     376      99    0.49                                           FULL 
 02  17/07/63  05/02/64  203    24    276     388     111    0.54                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  0 17/07/63-05/02/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  53  HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  0    FOREST                IMP PAST              ? COMP GUINEA     ? COMP MOLASSES   ? COMP CENTRO 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 17 07 63 - 05 02 64  NO.SUPP:  27 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: ROCK PHOS   ?AM'T SALT        ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS:  (?) 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    17 07 63   277    26  16 10 63   295        05 02 64   376    25 
02    "" "" ""   276    27  "" "" ""   301        "" "" ""   388    24 
PROJECT:  D13                "FRANKLYNVALE" GRANDCHESTER 
 
START: 22/06/73  FINISH: 09/05/74   
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  MORETON       
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  22/06/73  29/08/73   68    22    342     309   -0032   -0.47   09 05 74   253    22    492     0.72    FULL 
 02  22/06/73  29/08/73   68    21    378     372   -0006   -0.01   09 05 74   253    21    520     0.58    FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 22/06/73-29/08/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.5 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 22/06/73-29/08/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.5 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3 29/08/73-09/05/74   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.5 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  3    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 22 06 73 - 20 07 73  NO.SUPP:  25 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: RACK        FEED FREQ: 2ND DAY     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 3.8 KG  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: LUCRN HAY   100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 24 07 73 - 29 08 73  NO.SUPP:  25 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: RACK        FEED FREQ: 2ND DAY     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 5.5 KG  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: LUCRN HAY   100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    22 06 73   342    22  29 08 73   309    22  09 05 74   492    22 
02    "" "" ""   378    21  "" "" ""   372    21  "" "" ""   520    21 
PROJECT:  D14              
 
START: 29/03/73  FINISH: 01/04/74  
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  CALLIOPE 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =>75% IND   0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  E-X-B-X-I   0-<6 MTH    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  04/06/73  01/04/74  301    26    218     340     122    0.41                                           FULL 
 02  04/06/73  01/04/74  301    21    226     359     133    0.44                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 29/03/73-03/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 29/03/73-03/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3 04/06/73-01/04/74   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
  3    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    29 03 73   180        04 06 73   226        20 09 73   248        01 04 74   359 
02    "" "" ""   181        "" "" ""   218        "" "" ""   241        "" "" ""   340 
PROJECT:  D2                 "MURRIULA", RICHMOND 
 
START: 31/01/80  FINISH: 21/06/81  
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  RICHMOND  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  D'MASTER                MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  D'MASTER                MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  D'MASTER                MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  31/01/80  04/08/80  186    37    378     441      63    0.34   21 06 81   321    37    510     0.22    ? W.STATUS 
 02  31/01/80  04/08/80  186    15    367     435      68    0.37   21 06 81   321    15    499     0.20    ? W.STATUS 
 03  31/01/80  04/08/80  186    12    391     463      72    0.39   21 06 81   321    12    531     0.21    ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03                                   GRAZED PAD  1 31/01/80-21/06/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST                     MITCHELL          FLINDERS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    31 01 80   378    37  21 04 80   458    37  04 08 80   441    37  21 06 81   510    37 
02    "" "" ""   367    15  "" "" ""   467    15  "" "" ""   435    15  "" "" ""   499    15 
03    "" "" ""   391    12  "" "" ""   476    12  "" "" ""   463    12  "" "" ""   531    12 
PROJECT:  D3                 "GLEN PRAIRIE", ST LAWRENCE 
 
START: 19/11/81  FINISH: 19/05/82   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  LIVINGSTONE  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 05  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              COMPUDOSE 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  19/11/81  19/05/82  181    50    372     497     125    0.61                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  19/11/81  19/05/82  181    48    372     511     139    0.76                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  19/11/81  19/05/82  181    49    372     516     144    0.79                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04  04/12/81  19/05/82  196    50    387     502     115    0.69                                           L.S.MEANS 
 05  04/12/81  19/05/82  196    48    387     518     131    0.79                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03                                   GRAZED PAD  1 19/11/81-19/05/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 04 05                                      GRAZED PAD  2 04/12/81-19/05/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    19 11 81   372    50  24 02 82   438    50  19 05 82   497    50 
02    "" "" ""   372    48  "" "" ""   440    48  "" "" ""   511    48 
03    "" "" ""   372    49  "" "" ""   451    49  "" "" ""   516    49 
04    04 12 81   387    50  "" "" ""   442    50  "" "" ""   502 
05    "" "" ""   387    48  "" "" ""   454    48  "" "" ""   518 
PROJECT:  D4                 "ANCHOR STATION", DUARINGA 
 
START: 12/03/81  FINISH: 02/06/82   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  DUARINGA    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  D'MASTER    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  D'MASTER    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  12/03/81  02/06/82  447    24    255     494     239    0.53                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  12/03/81  02/06/82  447    48    255     536     281    0.63                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 12/03/81-02/06/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  3.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST               50%   GREEN PANC  50%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    12 03 81   255        14 07 81   294        29 10 81   329        19 03 82   409        02 06 82   494 
02    "" "" ""   255        "" "" ""   316        "" "" ""   351        "" "" ""   443        "" "" ""   536 
PROJECT:  D5                 "URALLA", MEANDARRA 
 
START: 15/07/81  FINISH: 06/10/81   
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  TARA    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXED BRDS  MIX AGES    MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  MIXED BRDS  MIX AGES    MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  15/07/81  06/10/81   83    15    335     463     128    1.54                                           FULL 
 02  15/07/81  06/10/81   83    15    335     466     131    1.58                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 15/07/81-06/10/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
PROJECT:  D8                 "FORISTON" MEANDARRA 
 
START: 30/06/77  FINISH: 23/11/77 
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  TARA   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  04/07/77  23/11/77  142    50    188     211      23    0.16                                           FULL 
 02  04/07/77  23/11/77  142    50    187     213      27    0.19                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 04/07/77-03/08/77   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  2 03/08/77-15/10/77   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3 15/10/77-23/11/77   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              ? COMP UNK PAST 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP                                                  100%   LUCERNE 
  3    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    04 07 77   188    50  03 08 77   198    50  23 11 77   211 
02    "" "" ""   187    50  "" "" ""   199    50  "" "" ""   213 
PROJECT:  D9                 "MT EUGENE" JAMBIN 
 
START:           FINISH: 
REGION: DAWS-CALL VYS      SHIRE:  BANANA         
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  <50% IND    2 YEARS     FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 02  <50% IND    2 YEARS     SPAYED                PASS SPAY 
 03  <50% IND    2 YEARS     SPAYED                PASS SPAY 
 04  <50% IND    2 YEARS     SPAYED                FLANK SPAY 
 05                          FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 06                          SPAYED                PASS SPAY 
 07                          SPAYED                PASS SPAY 
 08                          SPAYED                FLANK SPAY 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01    /  /      /  /    170    27                     26    0.15                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02    /  /      /  /    170    23                     22    0.13                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03    /  /      /  /    170    17                     24    0.14                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04    /  /      /  /    170    33                     17    0.10                                           L.S.MEANS 
 05    /  /      /  /                                  27    0.16                                           L.S.MEANS 
 06    /  /      /  /                                  22    0.13                                           L.S.MEANS 
 07    /  /      /  /                                  25    0.15                                           L.S.MEANS 
 08    /  /      /  /                                  18    0.11                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08                    GRAZED PAD 1    /  /  -  /  /     BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
 1     UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
PROJECT:  EM-CH  P1         "MEEMOOLOO", COMENT 
 
START: 08/05/62  FINISH: 11/05/64  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  BAUHINIA      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     12-<18 MTH  SPAYED 
 02  UNKNOWN     12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 03  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS 
 04  UNKNOWN     2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 05  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 06  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    CALF 
 07  UNKNOWN     12-<18 MTH  SPAYED 
 08  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS 
 09  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  08/05/62  02/08/63  496    20    237     399     161    0.32                                           FULL 
 02  08/05/62  12/02/64  645    20    209     449     240    0.37                                           FULL 
 03  03/10/62  15/04/64  560    20    161     476     315    0.56                                           FULL 
 04  16/09/63  14/04/64  211    20    363     487     124    0.59                                           FULL 
 05  05/08/63  11/05/64  280    20    173     335     162    0.58                                           FULL 
 06  05/08/63  11/05/64  280    18    243     427     183    0.65                                           FULL 
 07  08/05/62  02/08/63  496    15    229     394     164    0.33                                           FULL 
 08  03/10/62  16/04/64  562    20    168     483     315    0.55                                           FULL 
 09  05/08/63  11/05/64  280    20    168     334     165    0.59                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 08/05/62-07/12/63   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 120  HA/HD:  3.00 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  1 08/12/63-30/06/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 209  HA/HD:  1.72 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  2 00/04/62-15/04/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 112  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 04 05 06                                   GRAZED PAD  3 00/00/63-11/05/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 143  HA/HD:  4.20 
GROUPS 07                                         GRAZED PAD  4 08/05/62-00/08/63   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 131  HA/HD: 12.80 
GROUPS 08                                         GRAZED PAD  4 00/08/63-11/05/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 137  HA/HD:  7.00 
GROUPS 09                                         GRAZED PAD  4 05/08/63-11/05/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 137  HA/HD:  7.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              ? COMP RHODES     ? COMP GREEN PANC 
  2    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              ? COMP RHODES     ? COMP GREEN PANC 
  3    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              ? COMP RHODES     ? COMP GREEN PANC ? COMP INTR GRASS 
  4    NON MITCHELL DO       IMP PAST              ? COMP QLD BLVE 
PROJECT:  EM-CH  P1(B) 
 
START: 31/07/65  FINISH: 14/09/65   
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  UNKNOWN   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  31/07/65  14/09/65   45     8    339     393      54    1.19                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD    31/07/65-14/09/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP               67%   SAFFLOWER   33%   RAPE 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    31 07 65   748        31 08 65   832        14 09 65   867 
PROJECT:  EM-CH  P3(B)      "BOONAL DOWNS", CAPELLA 
 
START: 15/09/67  FINISH: 23/10/67  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  PEAK DOWNS   
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                67    86   45   33    0    0  112   11   19    0   11 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  15/09/67  23/10/67   38    44    421     480      59    1.55                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD    15/09/67-23/10/67   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  58  HA/HD:  1.64 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       NON MITCHELL DO       RAIN CRP               37%   SAFFLOWER   63%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    15 09 67   421    44  27 09 67   445    44  23 10 67   480    44 
PROJECT:  EM-CH  P9         "ST AUBINS" 
 
START: 01/06/65  FINISH: 07/07/65 
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  UNKNOWN  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  01/06/65  07/07/65   37    20    379     418      38    1.04                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD    01/06/65-07/07/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              ? COMP RAPE       ? COMP SORG FODDE 
PROJECT:  EM-CH P10         "BIRTLEY", CENTRAL HIGHLANDS 
 
START: 06/07/65  FINISH: 23/08/65   
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  BAUHINIA    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 02  HEREFORD    MIX AGES    FEMALE E 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  06/07/65  03/08/65   28    15    271     304      32    1.17                                           FULL 
 02  06/07/65  03/08/65   28    12    282     312      30    1.09                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1   /  /  -  /  /     SUPP             NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  2   /  /  -  /  /     SUPP             NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3   /  /  -  /  /     SUPP             NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1                          RAIN CRP              100%   RAPE 
  2                          RAIN CRP              100%   RAPE 
  3                          RAIN CRP              100%   RAPE 
PROJECT:  EM-CH P11 
 
START: 10/09/66  FINISH: 10/10/66  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  UNKNOWN   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXED BRIT  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  10/09/66  10/10/66   30    40    411     436      24    0.86                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 10/09/66-10/10/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  40  HA/HD:  1.72 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    NON MITCHELL DO       RAIN CRP              100%   SORG FODDE 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 10 09 66 - 10 10 66  NO.SUPP:  42 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: S-FEEDER    FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV:  10 LB  MIN:         MAX:  16 LB 
MIX: SORGHUM     100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
PROJECT:  EM-CH P13         "ST HELENS", TARABORAH 
 
START: 13/05/66  FINISH: 18/07/66  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  EMERALD    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  13/05/66  18/07/66   66    31    338     396      58    0.87                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD    10/05/66-15/06/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  35  HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD    15/06/66-18/07/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  60  HA/HD:  0.23 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              ? COMP SORG FODDE ? COMP                   LABLAB 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    13 05 66   338    31  14 06 66   370    31  18 07 66   396    31 
PROJECT:  EMD-CH 366         "RHODANNA", COMET 
 
START: 24/08/71  FINISH: 27/12/72  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  EMERALD    
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   102   99   73   33   27   37   27   20   24   38   56   82    624 
                AV   102   99   73   33   27   37   27   20   24   38   56   82    624 
                71    40  223    0    0    0   36   20   51    4   33    8  140    508 
                71    40  223    0    0    0   36   20   51    4   33    8  140    508 
                72    61  227   61    0   30    0    0    0    0   12   19   14    425 
                72    61  227   61    0   30    0    0    0    0   12   19   14    425 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  24/08/71  27/12/72  491          215     388     173    0.35                                           EMPTY 
 02  24/08/71  27/12/72  491          212     457     245    0.50                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  1 24/08/71-10/12/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  30  HA/HD:  1.00 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  2 24/08/71-10/12/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  56  HA/HD:  1.00 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3 15/12/71-10/05/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  86  HA/HD:  2.00 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 10/05/72-27/12/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  28  HA/HD:  2.00 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  3 10/05/72-27/12/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  86  HA/HD:  2.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              PREDOM BVFFEL 
  2    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              PREDOM BVFFEL 
  3    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              PREDOM BVFFEL 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 15 10 72 - 27 12 72  NO.SUPP:  56 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES          UREA                                                                                      UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 24 08 71 - 10 12 71  NO.SUPP:  30 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: S-FEEDER    FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 1.2 KG  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: SORGHUM           BIURET            SALT                                                                    UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 10 05 72 - 27 12 72  NO.SUPP:  28 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: S-FEEDER    FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 2.4 KG  MIN: 1.5 KG  MAX: 
MIX: SORGHUM           UREA              SALT                                                                    UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    24 08 71   215        09 11 71   263        10 12 71   267        11 03 72   332        10 05 72   360 
02    "" "" ""   212        "" "" ""   275        "" "" ""   291        "" "" ""   346        "" "" ""   381 
01    27 06 72   376        09 08 72   366        26 09 72   363        14 11 72   350        27 12 72   388 
02    "" "" ""   395        "" "" ""   395        "" "" ""   430        "" "" ""   441        "" "" ""   457 
PROJECT:  EMD-CH 411         "EMERALD PASTORAL COLLEGE" 
 
START: 27/06/73  FINISH: 02/10/75 
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  EMERALD  
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   102   99   73   34   27   37   27   20   24   38   56   82 
                73   131   41   56   17   26   35   91   26   28   21   83  290 
                74   114   21   12   16   12    2    0   11   10    9   15   40    262 
                75    44   57   17    6    0   11    4    1    8   29    7   68    252 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 02  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  27/06/73  17/12/73  163    95    207     308     102    0.62                                           EMPTY 
 02  06/03/74  30/10/74  269          273     353      80    0.30                                           EMPTY 
 03  18/04/75  02/10/75  286          286     278      -8   -0.05                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 27/06/73-17/12/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  3.60 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  1 06/03/74-30/10/74   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  3.60 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  1 18/04/75-02/10/75   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  3.60 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              MAINLY NAT PAST   SOME   BVFFEL     SOME   GREEN PANC SOME   RHODES 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    27 06 73   207    95  27 07 73   219        30 08 73   243        28 09 73   262        31 10 73   272 
02    06 03 74   273    20  02 04 74   301    20  23 04 74   313    20  07 06 74   315    20  05 07 74   328   20 
03    18 04 75   286    26  20 05 75   288    26  24 06 75   284    25  31 07 75   269    25  03 09 75   281   26 
01    17 12 73   308 
02    02 08 74   329    20  02 09 74   329    20  30 10 74   353    20 
03    02 10 75   278    26 
PROJECT:  EMD-CH 429(1)      "CONSUELO", ROLLESTON 
 
START: 06/07/74  FINISH: 13/05/76 
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  BAUHINIA   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SHORTHORN   2 YEARS     SPAYED                CONTROL 
 02  SHORTHORN   2 YEARS     SPAYED                FLANK SPAY 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  06/07/74  13/08/75  402    15    251     354     102    0.25                                           EMPTY 
 02  06/07/74  13/08/75  402    15    249     353     104    0.26                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 06/07/74-13/05/76   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              PREDOM BVFFEL 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    06 07 74   251    15  13 08 75   354    15  13 05 76   487    12 
02    "" "" ""   249    15  "" "" ""   353    15  "" "" ""   486    13 
PROJECT:  EMD-CH 429(2)      "TANTALLION", ROLLESTON 
 
START: 02/06/74  FINISH: 30/08/74  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  BAUHINIA   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     SPAYED                CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     SPAYED                FLANK SPAY 
 03  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     SPAYED                PASS SPAY 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  02/06/74  30/08/74  120                                                                                EMPTY 
 02  02/06/74  30/08/74  120     9    267     323      56    0.46                                           EMPTY 
 03  02/06/74  30/08/74  120    18    258     317      59    0.49                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03                                   GRAZED PAD  1 02/06/74-30/08/74   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              PREDOM BVFFEL 
PROJECT:  EMD-CH 430         "CONSUELO", ROLLESTON 
 
START: 11/09/74  FINISH: 11/04/75  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  BAUHINIA  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  EUROXBRIT   4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 04  SHORTHORN   4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  11/09/74  11/04/75          8    505     626     121                                                   FULL 
 02  11/09/74  11/04/75         12    503     611     108                                                   FULL 
 03  11/09/74  11/04/75         14    479     604     125                                                   FULL 
 04  11/09/74  11/04/75         14    472     570      99                                                   FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 11/09/74-11/04/75   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                IMP PAST              PREDOM BVFFEL 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    11 09 74   505     8  21 01 75   572     8  11 04 75   626     8 
02    "" "" ""   503    12  "" "" ""   568    12  "" "" ""   611    12 
03    "" "" ""   479    14  "" "" ""   562    14  "" "" ""   604    14 
04    "" "" ""   472    14  "" "" ""   537    14  "" "" ""   570    14 
PROJECT:  EMD-CH 464 
 
START: 04/06/79  FINISH: 04/02/81  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  EMERALD    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 02  =>75% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 03  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 04  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 05  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 06  =>75% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 07  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 08  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 09  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 10  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 11  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 12  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 13  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  14/06/79  10/07/80  384    76    165     300     135    0.35                                           AGE ADJU 
 02  14/06/79  10/07/80  384     8    149     288     139    0.36                                           AGE ADJU 
 03  14/06/79  10/07/80  384    75    163     298     135    0.35                                           AGE ADJU 
 04  14/06/79  10/07/80  384    13    139     261     122    0.32                                           AGE ADJU 
 05  04/06/79  04/03/81  629   102    174     436     262    0.42                                           AGE ADJU 
 06  04/06/79  04/03/81  629    12    159     387     228    0.36                                           AGE ADJU 
 07  04/06/79  04/03/81  629    51    176     377     201    0.32                                           AGE ADJU 
 08  15/05/80  06/02/81  206          167     254      87    0.42                                           AGE ADJU 
 09  15/05/80  06/02/81  206          196     275      79    0.38                                           AGE ADJU 
 10  15/05/80  06/02/81  206          156     250      94    0.47                                           AGE ADJU 
 11  15/05/80  06/02/81  206          151     228      77    0.37                                           AGE ADJU 
 12  15/05/80  06/02/81  206          180     249      69    0.33                                           AGE ADJU 
 13  15/05/80  06/02/81  206          140     224      84    0.41                                           AGE ADJU 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    14 06 79   165        31 10 79   199        10 07 80   300 
02    "" "" ""   149        "" "" ""   190        "" "" ""   288 
03    "" "" ""   163        "" "" ""   196        "" "" ""   298 
04    "" "" ""   139        "" "" ""   166        "" "" ""   261 
05    "" "" ""   174        "" "" ""   224        "" "" ""   391        04 03 81   437 
06    "" "" ""   159        "" "" ""   208        "" "" ""   387        "" "" ""   417 
07    "" "" ""   176        "" "" ""   214        "" "" ""   377        "" "" ""   420 
PROJECT:  GAY-CH  P3(B)      "BINGERA PLANTATION", BUNDABERG 
 
START: 08/04/65  FINISH: 01/06/65 
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  GOOBURRUM     
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  UNKNOWN     0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    ANTHELMINT  ORGANIC PH 
 03  UNKNOWN     0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    ANTHELMINT  BENZIMIDAZ 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  08/04/65  01/06/65   52    26    164     173       8    0.16                                           FULL 
 02  08/04/65  01/06/65   52    29    158     167       9    0.17                                           FULL 
 03  08/04/65  01/06/65   52    30    157     170      13    0.26                                           FULL 
PROJECT:  GAY-CH P31 
 
START: 20/02/66  FINISH: 15/05/66   
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  GAYNDAH    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  28/02/66  15/05/66   75    49    496     562      66    0.87                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD    20/02/66-15/05/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  52  HA/HD:  0.32 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP               30%   BLK SPEAR                     70%   COWPEAS 
PROJECT:  GAY-CH P33         "LYNORA", MULGILDIE 
 
START: 18/08/66  FINISH: 23/11/66  
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  MONTO   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     FEMALE E              VIT A 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  26/08/66  23/11/66   89    16    280     365      84    0.95                                           FULL 
 02  26/08/66  23/11/66   89    18    282     376      93    1.04                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 26/08/66-23/11/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  34  HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    26 08 66   280    16  27 09 66   316    16  25 10 66   343    16  23 17 66   365    16 
02    "" "" ""   282    18  "" "" ""   327    18  "" "" ""   352    18  "" "" ""   376    18 
PROJECT:  GDI-CH 559         "KINDON", GOONDIWINDI 
 
START: 14/11/79  FINISH: 22/01/80  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  WAGGAMBA   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE ENT 
 02  EUROXBRIT   UNKNOWN     MALE ENT 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  14/11/79  22/01/80   69    25    324     351      28    0.41                                           FULL 
 02  14/11/79  22/01/80   69    91    328     358      30    0.43                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 14/11/79-22/01/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              100%   GREEN PANC 
PROJECT:  GDI-CH 560         "WYAGA", GOONDIWINDI 
 
START: 11/12/79  FINISH: 18/02/80  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  WAGGAMBA       
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  11/12/79  18/02/80   69          260     320      60    0.87                                           FULL 
 02  11/12/79  18/02/80   69          287     369      82    1.12                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 11/12/79-18/02/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   SORG FODDE 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    11 12 79   260        18 01 80   303        18 02 80   320 
02    "" "" ""   287        "" "" ""   341        "" "" ""   369 
PROJECT:  GYM-CH 519         "BELLI DOWNS", GYMPIE 
 
START: 02/10/78  FINISH: 09/04/79  
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  UNKNOWN          
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXTURE     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  MIXTURE     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CU ORAL     ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 03  MIXTURE     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CU ORAL 
 04  MIXTURE     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CO ORAL     ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 05  MIXTURE     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    CO ORAL 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  02/10/78  09/04/79  189    16    153     250      97    0.51                                           FULL 
 02  02/10/78  09/04/79  189    15    156     267     113    0.60                                           FULL 
 03  02/10/78  09/04/79  189    15    156     250      94    0.50                                           FULL 
 04  02/10/78  09/04/79  189    16    153     267     115    0.61                                           FULL 
 05  02/10/78  09/04/79  189          157     245      89    0.47                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05                             GRAZED PAD  1 02/10/78-09/04/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   UNK PAST 
PROJECT:  ING-CH P11         MURRAY UPPER, NTH QLD 
 
START: 30/09/68  FINISH: 26/10/71  
REGION: TROP WET BELT      SHIRE:  CARDWELL    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 02  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 03  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 04  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 05  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 06  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 07  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 08  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  30/09/69  13/03/70  164     4    311     449     138    0.83                                           FULL 
 02  30/09/69  13/03/70  164     4    310     451     142    0.86                                           FULL 
 03  03/03/70  28/08/70  168     6    313     418     104    0.62                                           FULL 
 04  03/03/70  28/08/70  168     4    313     413     100    0.59                                           FULL 
 05  30/09/70  30/04/71  212     8    326     411     119    0.56                                           FULL 
 06  30/09/70  30/04/71  212     4    327     438     111    0.52                                           FULL 
 07  08/06/71  26/10/71  140     6    256                                                                   FULL 
 08  08/06/71  26/10/71  140     4    239     348      90    0.64                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 30/09/69-13/03/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   4  HA/HD:  0.80 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  1 03/03/70-28/08/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   6  HA/HD:  0.60 
GROUPS 05                                         GRAZED PAD  1 30/09/70-30/04/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   8  HA/HD:  0.52 
GROUPS 07                                         GRAZED PAD  1 08/06/71-26/10/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   6  HA/HD:  0.52 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 30/09/69-13/03/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   4  HA/HD:  0.80 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  2 03/03/70-28/08/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   4  HA/HD:  0.80 
GROUPS 06                                         GRAZED PAD  2 30/09/70-30/04/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   4  HA/HD:  0.80 
GROUPS 08                                         GRAZED PAD  2 08/06/71-26/10/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   4  HA/HD:  0.80 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                IMP PAST              ? COMP INTR GRASS ? COMP                   COMM STYLO 
  2    FOREST                IMP PAST              ? COMP INTR GRASS ? COMP                   COMM STYLO 
PROJECT:  ISA-CH 403         "CUBBAROO", CLONCURRY 
 
START: 29/08/73  FINISH: 03/09/74  
REGION: N.W. - GULF        SHIRE:  CLONCURRY  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  <50% IND    MIX AGES    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  SHORTHORN   MIX AGES    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  29/08/73  03/09/74  370          183     316     133    0.36                                           FULL 
 02  29/08/73  03/09/74  370          173     281     108    0.29                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 29/08/73-03/09/74   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    OTHER COUNTRY         NAT PAST              ? COMP MITCHELL   ? COMP FLINDERS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    29 08 73   183    57  11 12 73   213    39  15 05 74   296    16  03 09 74   316    24 
02    "" "" ""   173    45  "" "" ""   193    27  "" "" ""   262    10  "" "" ""   281    26 
PROJECT:  ISA-CH 433         "CUBBARROO", CLONCURRY 
 
START: 06/10/76  FINISH: 28/08/81  
REGION: N.W. - GULF        SHIRE:  CLONCURRY  
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   102  114   69   21   15   14    8    4    7   13   30   71    474 
                76   146  109   16    2    0    0    0    0    1    7    0   89    370 
                77   231  297  142   33   20    0    0    0    0   12   60   79    873 
                78   234    9   40    0   21    2   77    0   49   49   16    9 
                79   153  197    7    2    3    3    0    1    2   79 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 11  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 12  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 13  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 14  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 21  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 22  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 23  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 24  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 31  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 32  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 33  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 34  =>50% IND   6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 11  06/10/76  12/04/78  553    28    133     308     175    0.31                                           EMPTY 
 12  06/10/76  12/04/78  553    23    133     314     180    0.32                                           EMPTY 
 13  06/10/76  12/04/78  553    26    126     302     175    0.31                                           EMPTY 
 14  06/10/76  12/04/78  553    18    141     314     173    0.31                                           EMPTY 
 21  04/10/77  19/05/79  592    22    162     330     167    0.28                                           EMPTY 
 22  04/10/77  19/05/79  592    30    150     323     172    0.29                                           EMPTY 
 23  04/10/77  19/05/79  592    29    164     314     149    0.25                                           EMPTY 
 24  04/10/77  19/05/79  592    26    143     314     171    0.29                                           EMPTY 
 31  14/11/78  30/10/80  716          174     365     191    0.27                                           EMPTY 
 32  14/11/78  30/10/80  716          214     375     161    0.22                                           EMPTY 
 33  14/11/78  17/08/79  250          166     270     104    0.41                                           EMPTY 
 34  14/11/78  17/08/79  250          199     284      85    0.34                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 11 12 13 14                                GRAZED PAD  1 06/10/76-12/04/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 21 22 23 24                                GRAZED PAD  1 04/10/77-09/08/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 31 32 33 34                                GRAZED PAD  1 14/11/78-00/00/00   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST              ? COMP MITCHELL   ? COMP FLINDERS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
11    06 10 76   133    35  24 03 77   198    38  29 09 77   234    31  12 04 78   308                          2 
12    "" "" ""   133    28  "" "" ""   199    24  "" "" ""   242    26  "" "" ""   314                          2 
13    "" "" ""   126    32  "" "" ""   192    30  "" "" ""   238    27  "" "" ""   302                          2 
14    "" "" ""   140    18  "" "" ""   192    17  "" "" ""   241    25  "" "" ""   314                          2 
21    04 10 77   162    33  12 04 78   227    34  10 08 78   212    28  19 05 79   330    22 
22    "" "" ""   150    47  "" "" ""   211    42  "" "" ""   202    39  "" "" ""   323    30 
23    "" "" ""   164    38  "" "" ""   222    36  "" "" ""   209    35  "" "" ""   314    29 
24    "" "" ""   143    36  "" "" ""   205    37  "" "" ""   198    30  "" "" ""   314    26 
31    14 11 78   174    21  17 08 79   281    32  14 03 80   343    24  30 10 80   365    22 
32    "" "" ""   214    22  "" "" ""   286    30  "" "" ""   359    24  "" "" ""   375    18 
33    "" "" ""   166    41  "" "" ""   270    36 
34    "" "" ""   199    49  "" "" ""   284    36 
PROJECT:  ISA-CH 487         "ROCKLANDS", CAMOWEAL 
 
START: 23/07/77  FINISH: 31/07/78  
REGION: N.W. - GULF        SHIRE:  MT ISA   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  40-60% IND  MIX AGES    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  40-60% IND  MIX AGES    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 03  SHORTHORN   MIX AGES    MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  23/07/77  14/04/78  265    70    160     255      96    0.36                                           FULL 
 02  23/07/77  14/04/78  265    70    156     243      87    0.33                                           FULL 
 03  23/07/77  14/04/78  265    70    142     193      51    0.19                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03                                   GRAZED PAD  1 23/07/77-14/04/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST              PREDOM MITCHELL 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    23 07 77   160    70  15 12 77   181    70  14 04 78   255    70 
02    "" "" ""   156    70  "" "" ""   177    70  "" "" ""   243    70 
03    "" "" ""   142    70  "" "" ""   149    70  "" "" ""   193    70 
PROJECT:  KRY-CH 567         "IVANHOE", GOOMERI 
 
START: 07/03/80  FINISH: 29/04/81  
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  KILKIVAN     
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =<25% IND   4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  =<25% IND   3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  =<25% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 04  =<25% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 05  =<25% IND   4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 06  =<25% IND   3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 07  =<25% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 08  =<25% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 09  E-X-B-X-I   4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 10  E-X-B-X-I   3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 11  E-X-B-X-I   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 12  E-X-B-X-I   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 13  E-X-B-X-I   4 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 14  E-X-B-X-I   3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 15  E-X-B-X-I   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 16  E-X-B-X-I   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  07/03/80  03/06/80   88    11    613     624      11    0.13                                           FULL 
 02  07/03/80  03/06/80   88    15    541     556      15    0.17                                           FULL 
 03  07/03/80  03/06/80   88     1    515     521       6    0.07                                           FULL 
 04  07/03/80  03/06/80   87     6    397     438      41    0.47   29 04 81   327     6    540     0.31    FULL 
 05  07/03/80  03/06/80   88    12    629     648      19    0.22                                           FULL 
 06  07/03/80  03/06/80   88    16    526     551      25    0.28                                           FULL 
 07  07/03/80  03/06/80   88     1    485     528      43    0.49                                           FULL 
 08  07/03/80  03/06/80   87    12    414     474      60    0.69   29 04 81   327    12    651     0.54    FULL 
 09  07/03/80  03/06/80   88     5    621     637      16    0.18                                           FULL 
 10  07/03/80  03/06/80   88    13    561     585      24    0.27                                           FULL 
 11  07/03/80  03/06/80   88     8    479     497      18    0.20                                           FULL 
 12  08/03/80  03/06/80   87    14    423     486      63    0.72   29 04 81   327    14    660     0.72    FULL 
 13  07/03/80  03/06/80   88     4    638     640       2    0.02                                           FULL 
 14  07/03/80  03/06/80   88    12    526     561      35    0.40                                           FULL 
 15  07/03/80  03/06/80   88     8    496     533      37    0.42                                           FULL 
 16  08/03/80  03/06/80   87    18    406     471      65    0.74   29 04 81   327    18    653     0.56    FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 05 06 07 09 10 11 13              GRAZED PAD  1 07/03/80-03/06/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 110  HA/HD:  4.55 
GROUPS 04 08 12 16                                GRAZED PAD  2 07/03/80-29/04/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    07 03 80   613    11  18 04 80   655    11  03 06 80   624    11 
02    "" "" ""   540    15  "" "" ""   586    15  "" "" ""   556    15 
03    "" "" ""   515     1  "" "" ""   545     1  "" "" ""   521     1 
04    08 03 80   397     6  "" "" ""   441     6  "" "" ""   438     6  29 04 81   540     6 
05    07 03 80   629    12  "" "" ""   678    12  "" "" ""   648    12 
06    "" "" ""   526    16  "" "" ""   579    16  "" "" ""   551    16 
07    "" "" ""   485     1  "" "" ""   540     1  "" "" ""   528     1 
08    08 03 80   414    12  18 04 80   468    12  03 06 80   474    12  29 04 81   651    12 
09    07 03 80   621     5  "" "" ""   666     5  "" "" ""   637     5 
10    "" "" ""   561    13  "" "" ""   610    13  "" "" ""   585    13 
11    "" "" ""   479     8  "" "" ""   522     8  "" "" ""   497     8 
12    08 03 80   423    14  "" "" ""   477    14  "" "" ""   486    14  29 04 81   660    14 
13    07 03 80   638     4  "" "" ""   669     3  "" "" ""   640     3 
14    "" "" ""   526    12  "" "" ""   583    12  "" "" ""   561    12 
15    "" "" ""   496     8  "" "" ""   550     8  "" "" ""   533     8 
16    08 03 80   406    18  "" "" ""   464    18  "" "" ""   471    18  29 04 81   653    18 
PROJECT:  MBA-CH 548(P)       JULATTEN AREA 
 
START: 21/08/78  FINISH: 11/12/78   
REGION: PENINSULA          SHIRE:  MAREEBA  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01              MIX AGES    MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02              MIX AGES    MALE CAS              CU INJECTED CO ORAL     ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 03              MIX AGES    MALE CAS              CO ORAL 
 04              MIX AGES    MALE CAS              CU INJECTED 
 05              MIX AGES    MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  21/08/78  22/10/78   62     4    414     405      -9   -0.15   11 12 78    50    4     397             EMPTY 
 02  21/08/78  22/10/78   62     3    413     463      50    0.81   11 12 78    50    3     483             EMPTY 
 03  21/08/78  22/10/78   62     3    446     479      33    0.53   11 12 78    50    3     491             EMPTY 
 04  21/08/78  22/10/78   62     3    375     369      -6   -0.1    11 12 78    50    3     368             EMPTY 
 05  21/08/78  22/10/78   62     3    369     380      11    0.18   11 12 78    50    3     366             EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05                             GRAZED PAD  1 21/08/78-11/12/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 120  HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    OTHER COUNTRY         IMP PAST              PREDOM INTR GRASS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    21 08 78   414     4  22 10 78   405     4  11 12 78   397     4 
02    "" "" ""   413     3  "" "" ""   463     3  "" "" ""   483     3 
03    "" "" ""   446     3  "" "" ""   479     3  "" "" ""   491     3 
04    "" "" ""   375     3  "" "" ""   369     3  "" "" ""   368     3 
05    "" "" ""   369     3  "" "" ""   380     3  "" "" ""   366     3 
PROJECT:  MBA-CH 586         "WROTHAM PARK" 
 
START: 06/01/81  FINISH: 30/07/81  
REGION: PENINSULA          SHIRE:  MAREEBA 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  MIX AGES    MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  % IND UNKN  MIX AGES    MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  % IND UNKN  MIX AGES    MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  % IND UNKN  MIX AGES    MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  06/01/81  30/07/81  205          287     422     135    0.66                                           FULL 
 02  06/01/81  30/07/81  205          272     409     137    0.67                                           FULL 
 03  06/01/81  30/07/81  205          284     430     146    0.71                                           FULL 
 04  06/01/81  30/07/81  205          285     433     148    0.72                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 06/01/81-30/07/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST  SUPER                                           MAINLY TOWN STYLO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    06 01 81   287        29 04 81   442        30 07 81   422 
02    "" "" ""   272        "" "" ""   422        "" "" ""   409 
03    "" "" ""   284        "" "" ""   436        "" "" ""   430 
04    "" "" ""   285        "" "" ""   448        "" "" ""   433 
PROJECT:  MBA-CH 606      "WROTHAM PARK" 
 
START: 08/12/81  FINISH: 22/06/82  
REGION: PENINSULA          SHIRE:  MAREEBA  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 03  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              COMPUDOSE 
 04  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS              COMPUDOSE 
 05  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 06  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 07  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 08  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  08/12/81  22/06/82  196    33    333     506     173    0.88                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  08/12/81  22/06/82  196    28    276     453     177    0.90                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03  08/12/81  22/06/82  196    34    324     510     206    1.05                                           ? W.STATUS 
 04  08/12/81  22/06/82  196    28    266     453     187    0.95                                           ? W.STATUS 
 05  08/12/81  22/06/82  196    17    336     520     184    0.94                                           ? W.STATUS 
 06  08/12/81  22/06/82  196    15    263     450     187    0.95                                           ? W.STATUS 
 07  08/12/81  22/06/82  196    17    322     505     183    0.93                                           ? W.STATUS 
 08  08/12/81  22/06/82  196    14    263     473     210    1.07                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08                    GRAZED PAD  1 08/12/81-22/06/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST  SUPER                                           MAINLY TOWN STYLO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    08 12 81   333    39  11 03 82   451    30  22 06 82   506    33 
02    "" "" ""   276    31  "" "" ""   392    27  "" "" ""   453    28 
03    "" "" ""   324    41  "" "" ""   448    33  "" "" ""   510    34 
04    "" "" ""   266    31  "" "" ""   387    26  "" "" ""   453    28 
05    "" "" ""   336    20  "" "" ""   458    20  "" "" ""   520    17 
06    "" "" ""   263    15  "" "" ""   386    15  "" "" ""   450    15 
07    "" "" ""   322    20  "" "" ""   448    15  "" "" ""   505    17 
08    "" "" ""   263    16  "" "" ""   418     9  "" "" ""   473    14 
PROJECT:  MIL-CH P13(A)      "NYALMAH", WANDOAN 
 
START: 26/05/67  FINISH: 01/09/67   
REGION: DAWS-CALL VYS      SHIRE:  TAROOM     
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                67    85   20  152    6   49   76   11   12   12   44 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 02  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  02/06/67  01/09/67   91    30    381     455      74    0.81                                           FULL 
 02  02/06/67  01/09/67   91    30    382     451      68    0.75                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 26/05/67-01/09/67   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 26/05/67-01/09/67   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
  2    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    02 06 67   381    30  30 06 67   392    30  02 08 67   425    30  01 09 67   455    30 
02    "" "" ""   382    30  "" "" ""   393    30  "" "" ""   412    30  "" "" ""   905    30 
PROJECT:  MIL-CH P13(B) 
 
START: 06/04/67  FINISH: 02/06/67 
REGION: DAWS-CALL VYS      SHIRE:  TAROOM  
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                66                            167    0  587   30   50    0  442 
                66                            167    0  587   30   50    0  442 
                66                            167    0  587   30   50    0  442 
                67   343   80  608   27  196 
                67   343   80  608   27  196 
                67   343   80  608   27  196 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 02  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 03  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  06/04/67  02/06/67   57    25    365     403      38    0.67   02 08 67    61    25    453     0.80    FULL 
 02  06/04/67  02/06/67   57    23    367     407      39    0.69   02 08 67    61    23    454     0.75    FULL 
 03  06/04/67  02/06/67   57    24    367     404      36    0.64   02 08 67    61    24    451     0.76    FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 06/04/67-26/05/67   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 180  HA/HD:  0.20 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 06/04/67-26/05/67   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 105  HA/HD:  0.26 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 06/04/67-26/05/67   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  24  HA/HD:  6.00 
GROUPS 01 02 03                                   GRAZED PAD  4 02/06/67-02/08/67   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   SORG FODDE 
  2    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   LABLAB 
  3    BRIG PULLED           NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  4    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
PROJECT:  MIL-CH P15         GILIGULGUL 
 
START: 24/06/68  FINISH: 02/10/68  
REGION: DAWS-CALL VYS      SHIRE:  TAROOM        
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXED BRIT  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  MIXED BRIT  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  MIXED BRIT  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 04  MIXED BRIT  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  24/06/68  02/10/68  100    30    375     476     101    1.01                                           FULL 
 02  24/06/68  02/10/68  100    30    373     474     100    1.00                                           FULL 
 03  24/06/68  02/10/68  100    30    373     476     103    1.03                                           FULL 
 04  24/06/68  02/10/68  100    30    371     477     105    1.05                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 04                                      GRAZED PAD  1 17/06/68-22/07/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  3 17/06/68-22/07/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  4 17/06/68-22/07/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 22/07/68-14/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 22/07/68-14/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 22/07/68-14/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  4 22/07/68-14/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  1 14/08/68-11/09/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  2 14/08/68-11/09/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  3 14/08/68-11/09/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  4 14/08/68-11/09/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  1 11/09/68-02/10/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  2 11/09/68-02/10/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  3 11/09/68-02/10/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  4 11/09/68-02/10/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  0.40 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
  2    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
  3    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
  4    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 24 06 68 - 02 10 68  NO.SUPP:  30 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: OTHER       FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 84   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON  % EAT AV: 7.3 LB  MIN: 7.9 LB  MAX: 6.5 LB 
MIX: SORGHUM      97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   03 
FED: 14 08 68 - 02 10 68  NO.SUPP:  94 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: OTHER       FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 94   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON  % EAT AV: 7.2 LB  MIN: 8.2 LB  MAX: 5.8 LB 
MIX: SORGHUM      97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS: 
 
 
GROUP:   04 
FED: 24 06 68 - 14 08 68  NO.SUPP:  80 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: OTHER       FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 80   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON  % EAT AV: 7.4 LB  MIN: 7.4 LB  MAX: 7.4 LB 
MIX: SORGHUM      97   UREA          3                                                                           UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
 
01    24 06 68   375        22 07 68   415        14 08 68   446        11 09 68   458        02 10 68   476 
02    "" "" ""   373        "" "" ""   418        "" "" ""   439        "" "" ""   457        "" "" ""   474 
03    "" "" ""   373        "" "" ""   410        "" "" ""   441        "" "" ""   451        "" "" ""   476 
04    "" "" ""   371        "" "" ""   423        "" "" ""   445        "" "" ""   460        "" "" ""   477 
PROJECT:  MKY-CH 533(1)      "CHARLIES FARM", KALARKA 
 
START: 09/12/77  FINISH: 30/03/79 
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  BROADSOUND      
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   310  362  224   86   49   50   42   24   27   58   89  162   1483 
                77   154  367  471  101  172    0   13    2    6   14  327  103   1730 
                78   316  840   42   78  137   13   50   53  130   58   86  263   2066 
                79   388  657  430 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 03  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 04  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 05  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  MIX ANTHEL 
 06  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              ANTHELMINT  MIX ANTHEL 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  09/12/77  17/05/78  159    11    140     224      84    0.53   30 03 79   317    11    304     0.25    L.S.MEANS 
 02  09/12/77  17/05/78  159    20    144     218      74    0.46   30 03 79   317    20    307     0.28    L.S.MEANS 
 03  09/12/77  17/05/78  159    17    140     221      81    0.51   30 03 79   317    17    308     0.27    L.S.MEANS 
 04  09/12/77  17/05/78  159    21    144     227      83    0.52   30 03 79   317    21    323     0.30    L.S.MEANS 
 05  09/12/77  17/05/78  159    15    140     222      82    0.51   30 03 79   317    15    300     0.25    L.S.MEANS 
 06  09/12/77  17/05/78  159    25    144     235      91    0.57   30 03 79   317    25    322     0.27    L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD    09/12/77-30/03/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              ? COMP PASPALUM   ? COMP SETARIA    ? COMP SIRATRO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    09 12 77   140        24 02 78   199        17 05 78   224        30 03 79   304 
02    "" "" ""   144        "" "" ""   196        "" "" ""   218        "" "" ""   307 
03    "" "" ""   140        "" "" ""   195        "" "" ""   221        "" "" ""   308 
04    "" "" ""   144        "" "" ""   202        "" "" ""   227        "" "" ""   323 
05    "" "" ""   140        "" "" ""   192        "" "" ""   222        "" "" ""   300 
06    06 12 77   144        "" "" ""   202        "" "" ""   235        "" "" ""   322 
PROJECT:  MKY-CH 533(2)      "KUNAPIPPA SPRINGS", BLOOMSBURY 
 
START: 05/12/77  FINISH: 21/06/78   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  PIONEER    
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   311  376  251   91   52   39   27   18   14   32   77  144   1430 
                77   188  364  501   81  192    0    1    0    0    1  143   45   1517 
                78   230  471   69   10   42   10   83   28   32   38  144  123   1279 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 03  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 04  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 05  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  MIX ANTHEL 
 06  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              ANTHELMINT  MIX ANTHEL 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  05/12/77  21/06/78  197          141     231      90    0.45                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  05/12/77  21/06/78  197          141     216      75    0.38                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  05/12/77  21/06/78  197          141     237      96    0.49                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04  05/12/77  21/06/78  197          141     222      81    0.41                                           L.S.MEANS 
 05  05/12/77  21/06/78  197          141     235      94    0.48                                           L.S.MEANS 
 06  05/12/77  21/06/78  197          141     215      74    0.38                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD    05/12/77-21/06/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              ? COMP PASPALUM   ? COMP SETARIA    ? COMP SIRATRO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    05 12 77   141        14 02 78   180        13 04 78   203        21 06 78   231 
02    "" "" ""   141        "" "" ""   177        "" "" ""   209        "" "" ""   216 
03    "" "" ""   141        "" "" ""   182        "" "" ""   208        "" "" ""   237 
04    "" "" ""   141        "" "" ""   180        "" "" ""   213        "" "" ""   222 
05    "" "" ""   141        "" "" ""   180        "" "" ""   206        "" "" ""   235 
06    "" "" ""   141        "" "" ""   178        "" "" ""   190        "" "" ""   215 
PROJECT:  MKY-CH 533(3)      "TEDLANDS", KOULMALA 
 
START: 02/12/77  FINISH: 23/05/79   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  SARINA  
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   339  369  250   97   63   47   45   25   27   53   86  158   1561 
                77    57  496  410  115  178    0   15    0    4    1  121  106   1501 
                78   182  552   80   31  117   17   53   30   41   36   81  262   1482 
                79   821  669  554   80   12   78 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 03  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 04  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 05  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  MIX ANTHEL 
 06  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              ANTHELMINT  MIX ANTHEL 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  02/12/77  04/04/78  123    16    160     193      33    0.27   20 05 79   414    13    319     0.30    L.S.MEANS 
 02  02/12/77  04/04/78  123    29                     46    0.37                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  02/12/77  04/04/78  123    14    160     219      59    0.47   20 05 79   414    10    326     0.26    L.S.MEANS 
 04  02/12/77  04/04/78  123    35                     50    0.41                                           L.S.MEANS 
 05  02/12/77  04/04/78  123    14    144     205      61    0.49   23 05 79   414    11    321     0.28    L.S.MEANS 
 06  02/12/77  04/04/78  123    34                     57    0.47                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD    02/12/77-23/05/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD    02/12/77-04/04/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD    02/12/77-23/05/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD    02/12/77-04/04/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 05                                         GRAZED PAD    02/12/77-23/05/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 06                                         GRAZED PAD    02/12/77-04/04/78   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              ? COMP PASPALUM   ? COMP SETARIA    ? COMP SIRATRO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    02 12 77   160        14 02 78   179        04 04 78   195        20 05 78   212        23 05 79   319 
03    "" "" ""   160        "" "" ""   193        "" "" ""   215        "" "" ""   233        "" "" ""   326 
05    "" "" ""   144        "" "" ""   173        "" "" ""   205        "" "" ""   216        "" "" ""   321 
PROJECT:  MKY-CH 533(4)      "TEDLANDS", KOULMALA 
 
START: 13/06/78  FINISH: 15/10/79 
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  SARINA 
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   339  369  250   97   63   47   45   25   27   53   86  158   1561 
                77    57  496  410  115  178    0   15    0    4    1  121  104   1501 
                78   182  552   80   31  117   17   53   30   41   36   81  262   1482 
                79   821  669  554   80   12   78 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 03  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 04  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 05  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  MIX ANTHEL 
 06  =>50% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  SALICYLANI 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  13/06/78  15/10/79  489    13    187     319     132    0.27                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  13/06/78  15/10/79  489    15    187     315     128    0.26                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  13/06/78  15/10/79  489    13    187     309     122    0.25                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04  13/06/78  15/10/79  489    13    187     309     122    0.25                                           L.S.MEANS 
 05  13/06/78  15/10/79  489    13    187     318     131    0.27                                           L.S.MEANS 
 06  13/06/78  15/10/79  489    14    187     315     128    0.26                                           L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD    13/06/78-15/10/79   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              ? COMP PASPALUM   ? COMP SETARIA    ? COMP TOWN STYLO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    13 06 78   187        22 08 78   190        12 10 78   199        21 11 78   212        14 12 78   222 
02    "" "" ""   187        "" "" ""   191        "" "" ""   205        "" "" ""   220        "" "" ""   231 
03    "" "" ""   187        "" "" ""   188        "" "" ""   197        "" "" ""   206        "" "" ""   215 
04    "" "" ""   187        "" "" ""   187        "" "" ""   194        "" "" ""   205        "" "" ""   215 
05    "" "" ""   187        "" "" ""   189        "" "" ""   196        "" "" ""   210        "" "" ""   214 
06    "" "" ""   187        "" "" ""   188        "" "" ""   200        "" "" ""   211        "" "" ""   221 
01    14 03 79   258        19 04 79   288        24 05 79   293        15 10 79   319 
02    "" "" ""   259        "" "" ""   290        "" "" ""   294        "" "" ""   315 
03    "" "" ""   252        "" "" ""   281        "" "" ""   285        "" "" ""   309 
04    "" "" ""   249        "" "" ""   282        "" "" ""   286        "" "" ""   309 
05    "" "" ""   253        "" "" ""   289        "" "" ""   293        "" "" ""   318 
06    "" "" ""   252        "" "" ""   282        "" "" ""   290        "" "" ""   315 
PROJECT:  MKY-CH 566(1)      "TEDLANDS", KOULMALA 
 
START: 22/02/80  FINISH: 21/05/80   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  SARINA  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =>50% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  =>50% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  22/02/80  21/05/80   88    38    379     419      40    0.45                                           FULL 
 02  22/02/80  21/05/80   88    39    382     434      51    0.58                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 22/02/80-21/05/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              ? COMP SETARIA    ? COMP INTR GRASS ? COMP SIRATRO    ? COMP INTRO  LEG 
PROJECT:  MKY-CH 566(2)      "DENMAN BROS", HABANA 
 
START: 17/03/80  FINISH: 11/06/80  
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  PIONEER      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  50-75% IND  MIX AGES    MIXED       CALF      CONTROL 
 02  50-75% IND  MIX AGES    MIXED       CALF      RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  17/03/80  11/06/80   81    37    216     258      42    0.57                                           FULL 
 02  17/03/80  11/06/80   81    37    220     276      57    0.66                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 17/03/80-11/06/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST              PREDOM SETARIA 
PROJECT:  MLS-CH 322         "ASHLEY DOWNS", WANDOAN 
 
START: 25/02/70  FINISH: 18/06/70 
REGION: DAWS-CALL VYS      SHIRE:  TAROOM 
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV    90   64   66   35   40                                 95 
                69                                                           82 
                70    60   21   26   17    7 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 02  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 03  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 04  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  25/02/70  22/04/70   56    21    343     379      44    0.80   18 06 70    56    21    380     0.02    FULL 
 02  25/02/70  22/04/70   56     8    375     414      39    0.71   18 06 70    56     8    420     0.09    FULL 
 03  25/02/70  22/04/70   56    20    339     378      39    0.70   18 06 70    56    20    381     0.04    FULL 
 04  25/02/70  22/04/70   56     9    359     402      42    0.76   18 06 70    56     9    420     0.32    FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 04                                      GRAZED PAD  1 25/02/70-18/06/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  64  HA/HD:  0.20 
GROUPS 02 03                                      GRAZED PAD  2 25/02/70-18/06/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  64  HA/HD:  0.20 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   SORG FODDE 
  2    BRIG PULLED           RAIN CRP              100%   SORG FODDE 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   03 
FED: 25 02 70 - 18 06 70  NO.SUPP:  20 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV:   2 OZ  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: UREA        ?AM'T                                                                                           UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   04 
FED: 25 02 70 - 22 04 70  NO.SUPP:   9 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV:   2 OZ  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: UREA        ?AM'T                                                                                           UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 23 04 70 - 22 05 70  NO.SUPP:   8 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 7.5 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: GRAIN       ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   04 
FED: 23 04 70 - 22 05 70  NO.SUPP:   9 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV: 6.7 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: GRAIN       ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 22 05 70 - 18 06 70  NO.SUPP:   8 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV:  11 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: GRAIN       ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   04 
FED: 22 05 70 - 18 06 70  NO.SUPP:   9 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 99   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV:  10 LB  MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: GRAIN       ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    25 02 70   343    21  01 04 70   377    21  22 04 70   379    21  22 05 70   386    21  18 06 70   380   21 
02    "" "" ""   375     8  "" "" ""   410     8  "" "" ""   414     8  "" "" ""   421     8  "" "" ""   420    8 
03    "" "" ""   339    20  "" "" ""   375    20  "" "" ""   378    20  "" "" ""   384    20  "" "" ""   381   20 
04    "" "" ""   359     9  "" "" ""   401     9  "" "" ""   402     9  "" "" ""   408     9  "" "" ""   420    9 
 
PROJECT:  MLS-CH 365 
 
START: 21/10/71  FINISH: 28/08/72 
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  TARA    
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV    46   69   63   31   33   36   39   23   29   40   54   62    531 
                AV    46   69   63   31   33   36   39   23   29   40   54   62    531 
                71                              5   15   29   58   38   31  113 
                71                              5   15   29   58   38   31  113 
                72    87   39    1   47   14    9 
                72    87   39    1   47   14    9 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SHORTHORN   0-<6 MTH    MIXED       CALF 
 02  SHORTHORN   0-<6 MTH    MIXED       CALF 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  26/11/71  03/07/72  220    47     49     196     145    0.68                                           FULL 
 02  26/11/71  03/07/72  220    39     54     233     179    0.81                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD    21/10/71-28/08/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 26 11 71 - 03 07 72  NO.SUPP:     REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: CREEP       FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: 
        % EATING: 90   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV:         MIN: 1.7 LB  MAX: 7.5 LB 
MIX: GRAIN       100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    26 11 71    49        26 01 72    91        22 03 72   141        15 05 72   169        03 07 72   196 
02    "" "" ""    54        "" "" ""   103        "" "" ""   154        "" "" ""   199        "" "" ""   233 
PROJECT:  MOR-CH 349         "ELANDA PLAINS", COOTHARABA 
 
START: 02/06/71  FINISH: 06/07/72   
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  NOOSA    
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                69    15   75   60   47  250   28   48   68   28  266  160  117   1162 
                70   302  118  100   76    9   42    0   21   62   56  268  385   1199 
                71   364  522  111   67   31   37   44  164   63   26   99  221   1786 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SHORTHORN   UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  CONTROL 
 02  SHORTHORN   UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  CU INJECTED 
 03  SHORTHORN   UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  CU ORAL 
 04  SHORTHORN   UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  CU ORAL     S  ORAL 
 05  SHORTHORN   UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  CU INJECTED S  ORAL 
 06  SHORTHORN   UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  CU ORAL     SE INJECTED 
 07  SHORTHORN   UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  CU INJECTED SE INJECTED 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  15/10/71  06/07/72  264    18    335     365      29    0.11                                           FULL 
 02  02/06/71  06/07/72  399    20    298     371      73    0.18                                           FULL 
 03  02/06/71  06/07/72  399    20    301     384      83    0.20                                           FULL 
 04  02/06/71  06/07/72  399    20    299     377      78    0.19                                           FULL 
 05  02/06/71  06/07/72  399    19    301     387      86    0.21                                           FULL 
 06  02/06/71  06/07/72  399    20    300     369      68    0.17                                           FULL 
 07  02/06/71  06/07/72  399    20    299     345      45    0.11                                           FULL 
 
 
GROUPS ROTATED THRO  3    40    HA PADDOCKS EVERY  2 WEEKS    STOCKING RATE:  0.87 HA/HEAD 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  0    WALLUM                IMP PAST              REVERT NAT GRASS  ? COMP SETARIA    ? COMP WHITE CLOV ? COMP LOTONIS 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 01 06 71 - 31 08 71  NO.SUPP:  20 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T PHOS ACID   ?AM'T                                                       UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   02 03 
FED:          -           NO.SUPP:     REASON:             METHOD:             FEED FREQ:             SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T PHOS ACID   ?AM'T                                                       UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   04 05 
FED:          -           NO.SUPP:     REASON:             METHOD:             FEED FREQ:             SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T MIXED MINL  ?AM'T                                                       UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   06 07 
FED: 01 06 71 - 03 08 71  NO.SUPP:  20 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T PHOS ACID   ?AM'T                                                       UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
 
GROUP:   01 02 03 
FED: 01 09 71 - 30 06 72  NO.SUPP:  20 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T PHOS ACID   ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   04 05 
FED: 01 09 71 - 30 06 72  NO.SUPP:  20 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T MIXED MINL  ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   06 07 
FED: 01 09 71 - 30 06 72  NO.SUPP:  20 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T PHOS ACID   ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01                                                                                            15 10 71   335   18 
02    02 06 71   298    20  22 07 71   275    20  19 08 71   282    20  16 09 71   283    20  "" "" ""   316   20 
03    "" "" ""   301    20  "" "" ""   278    20  "" "" ""   281    20  "" "" ""   279    20  "" "" ""   316   20 
04    "" "" ""   299    20  "" "" ""   280    20  "" "" ""   278    20  "" "" ""   289    20  "" "" ""   317   20 
05    "" "" ""   301    20  "" "" ""   280    19  "" "" ""   283    19  "" "" ""   293    19  "" "" ""   325   20 
06    "" "" ""   300    20  "" "" ""   280    20  "" "" ""   280    20  "" "" ""   287    20  "" "" ""   336   20 
07    "" "" ""   299    20  "" "" ""   277    20  "" "" ""   281    20  "" "" ""   271    20  "" "" ""   330 
01    11 11 71   370    20  09 12 71   377        06 01 72   400    20  02 03 72   428    20  30 03 72   421 
02    "" "" ""   350    20  "" "" ""   370        "" "" ""   385    20  "" "" ""   399    20  "" "" ""   396 
03    "" "" ""   355    20  "" "" ""   368        "" "" ""   380    20  "" "" ""   424    20  "" "" ""   402 
04    "" "" ""   352    20  "" "" ""   375    20  "" "" ""   389    20  "" "" ""   402        "" "" ""   405   20 
05    "" "" ""   347    19  "" "" ""   374    19  "" "" ""   383    19  "" "" ""   401        "" "" ""   408   19 
06    "" "" ""   361    20  "" "" ""   378    20  "" "" ""   395    20  "" "" ""   425        "" "" ""   407   20 
07    "" "" ""   353    20  "" "" ""   368    20  "" "" ""   388    20  "" "" ""   419        "" "" ""   393   20 
01    26 05 72   410    18  06 07 72   365    18 
02    "" "" ""   411    20  "" "" ""   371    20 
03    "" "" ""   425    20  "" "" ""   384    20 
04    "" "" ""   374    20  "" "" ""   377    20 
05    "" "" ""   384    19  "" "" ""   387    19 
06    "" "" ""   390    20  26 07 72   369    20 
07    "" "" ""   381    20  "" "" ""   345    20 
PROJECT:  MOR-CH 584         "MT BRISBANE", ESK 
 
START: 21/10/81  FINISH: 25/02/81  
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  ESK     
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV   141  135  112   65   49   54   49   34   46   72   80  120    957 
                80   130   68    9   17  209    0   36   18    0  100   66   77    730 
                81    44  269    0  110   49   67   35   24    0    9  171  146    924 
                82   232   99   79   40 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  D'MASTER    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  D'MASTER    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  D'MASTER    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  D'MASTER    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  21/10/80  29/01/81  100    24    343     418      75    0.74   25 02 82   392          545     0.32    L.S.MEANS 
 02  21/10/80  29/01/81  100    24    344     416      72    0.72   25 02 82   392          561     0.37    L.S.MEANS 
 03  21/10/80  29/01/81  100    24    343     427      84    0.83   25 02 82   392          556     0.33    L.S.MEANS 
 04  21/10/80  29/01/81  100    24    343     430      87    0.86   25 02 82   392          570     0.36    L.S.MEANS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 21/10/80-25/02/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY FOR'T BLVE 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    21 10 80   343    24  29 01 81   418    24  08 05 81   476        20 11 81   475        25 02 81   545 
02    "" "" ""   344    24  "" "" ""   416    24  "" "" ""   489        "" "" ""   488        "" "" ""   561 
03    "" "" ""   343    24  "" "" ""   427    24  "" "" ""   492        "" "" ""   490        "" "" ""   556 
04    "" "" ""   343    24  "" "" ""   430    24  "" "" ""   497        "" "" ""   502        "" "" ""   570 
PROJECT:  MOR-CH 593         "AVONEL", TOOGOOLAWAH 
 
START: 14/07/81  FINISH: 07/10/81 
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  ESK 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  POLL-HRD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 04  POLL-HRD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 05  =<25% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 06  =<25% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  14/07/81  07/10/81   85    38    228     312      84    0.99                                           FULL 
 02  14/07/81  07/10/81   85    40    239     334      95    1.12                                           FULL 
 03  14/07/81  07/10/81   85    21    289     363      74    0.87                                           FULL 
 04  14/07/81  07/10/81   85    24    290     378      88    1.04                                           FULL 
 05  14/07/81  07/10/81   85     9    297     365      68    0.80                                           FULL 
 06  14/07/81  07/10/81   85     8    285     365      80    0.94                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD  1 14/07/81-07/10/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IRR PAST              100%   AN   RYE 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    14 07 81   228    38  01 09 81   275    38  07 10 81   312    38 
02    "" "" ""   239    40  "" "" ""   294    40  "" "" ""   334    40 
03    "" "" ""   289    21  "" "" ""   326    21  "" "" ""   363    21 
04    "" "" ""   290    24  "" "" ""   333    24  "" "" ""   378    24 
05    "" "" ""   297     9  "" "" ""   326     9  "" "" ""   365     9 
06    "" "" ""   285     8  "" "" ""   325     8  "" "" ""   365     8 
PROJECT:  MTO-CH  25         OAKEY CREEK, RAWBELLE 
 
START: 29/04/70  FINISH: 30/04/71 
REGION: BURNETT-MORETN     SHIRE:  MONTO     
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   UNKNOWN     WEANER 
 02  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   UNKNOWN     WEANER 
 03  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   UNKNOWN     WEANER 
 04  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   UNKNOWN     WEANER 
 05  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   UNKNOWN     WEANER 
 06  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   UNKNOWN     WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  29/04/70  18/12/70  233    61    194     223      29    0.12                                           FULL 
 02  29/04/70  18/12/70  233    62    195     230      34    0.14                                           FULL 
 03  29/04/70  18/12/70  233    61    195     248      53    0.22                                           FULL 
 04  30/04/71  14/12/71  228    59    195     235      39    0.17                                           FULL 
 05  30/04/71  14/12/71  228    62    197     238      40    0.17                                           FULL 
 06  30/04/71  14/12/71  228    60    198     249      49    0.21                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 29/04/70-18/12/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  62  HA/HD:  0.32 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  1 30/04/71-14/12/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  59  HA/HD:  0.32 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 29/04/70-18/12/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  62  HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 05                                         GRAZED PAD  2 30/04/71-14/12/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  62  HA/HD:  0.40 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 29/04/70-18/12/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  61  HA/HD:  0.48 
GROUPS 06                                         GRAZED PAD  3 30/04/71-14/12/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  60  HA/HD:  0.48 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST  NITROGEN    100%   BVFFEL 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST  NITROGEN    100%   BVFFEL 
  3    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST  NITROGEN    100%   BVFFEL 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    29 04 70   194    62  12 05 70   214    62  10 08 70   215    62  08 10 70   188    62  18 12 70   223   62 
02    "" "" ""   195    62  "" "" ""   209    62  "" "" ""   214    62  "" "" ""   190    62  "" "" ""   230   62 
03    "" "" ""   195    61  "" "" ""   208    61  "" "" ""   217    61  "" "" ""   190    61  "" "" ""   248   61 
04    30 04 71   195    59  29 06 71   203    59  20 09 71   177    59  26 10 71   212    59  14 12 71   235   59 
05    "" "" ""   197    62  "" "" ""   205    62  "" "" ""   182    62  "" "" ""   208    62  "" "" ""   238   62 
06    "" "" ""   198    60  "" "" ""   210    60  "" "" ""   187    60  "" "" ""   212    60  "" "" ""   249   60 
PROJECT:  OAK-CH  P9        "FAIRYLANDS", JANDOWAE 
 
START: 08/05/68  FINISH: 20/09/68  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  CHINCHILLA     
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                68    50   37   87   33   48    5   41   47    4 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  DAIRYXBEEF  UNKNOWN     MIXED 
 02  DAIRYXBEEF  UNKNOWN     MIXED 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  08/05/68  20/09/68  135          305     266     -39   -0.29                                           FULL 
 02  08/05/68  20/09/68  135          327     289     -38   -0.28                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 08/05/68-28/09/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  25  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 08/05/68-28/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  70  HA/HD:  2.84 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  3 68/08/68-28/09/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  70  HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   FOR'T BLVE 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  3    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED:          -           NO.SUPP:     REASON:             METHOD:             FEED FREQ:             SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX: MOLASSES          UREA              PHOS ACID                                                               UNITS:   99 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 08 05 68 - 20 09 68  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES    COMME UREA        COMME PHOS ACID   COMME                                                       UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    08 05 68   305        05 06 68   294        03 07 68   292        31 07 68   271        28 08 68   286 
02    "" "" ""   327        "" "" ""   315        "" "" ""   305        "" "" ""   290        "" "" ""   288 
01    20 09 68   586 
02    "" "" ""   637 
PROJECT:  RKN-CH P12(A)      "MEDWAY", BOGANTUNGAN 
 
START: 05/08/64  FINISH: 19/10/64  
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  EMERALD   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    MIX AGES    MIXED       WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  05/08/64  19/10/64   75 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 05/08/64-19/10/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 638  HA/HD:  0.56 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST                     NAT PAST 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 05 08 64 - 19 10 64  NO.SUPP: 638 REASON: DROUGHT     METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: 2ND DAY     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: SORGHUM      24   MIX DRY RG   24                                                                           UNITS:  OZ 
PROJECT:  RKN-CH P12(B)      "MEDWAY", BOGANTUNGAN 
 
START: 28/09/64  FINISH: 19/10/64   
REGION: CENT HIGHLAND      SHIRE:  EMERALD   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    ANTHELMINT  ORGANIC PH 
 03  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    VIT ADE 
 04  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    VIT ADE     ANTHELMINT  ORGANIC PH 
 05  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    VIT ADE 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  28/09/64  19/10/64   22    15    112     118       5    0.26                                           FULL 
 02  28/09/64  19/10/64   22    13    109     116       7    0.31                                           FULL 
 03  28/09/64  19/10/64   22    15    104     108       4    0.18                                           FULL 
 04  28/09/64  19/10/64   22    15    109     114       4    0.18                                           FULL 
 05  28/09/64  19/10/64   22    15    118     123       5    0.26                                           FULL 
 
 
GROUP:   01 02 03 04 05 
FED: 28 09 64 - 19 10 64  NO.SUPP: 320 REASON: DROUGHT     METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: 2ND DAY     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: SORGHUM      24   MIX DRY RG   24                                                                           UNITS:  OZ 
PROJECT:  RKN-CH P13         "FAIRVIEW", MT LARCOM 
 
START: 30/06/64  FINISH: 18/08/64  
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  CALLIOPE    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  30/06/64  18/08/64   49    13    454     501      46    0.95                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 30/06/64-25/08/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  14  HA/HD:  0.44 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
PROJECT:  RKN-CH P14         "MELMOTH", DINGO 
 
START: 14/07/64  FINISH: 25/08/64  
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  DUARINGA    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER 
 02  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER 
 03  MIXED BRDS  0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    VIT ADE 
 04  MIXED BRDS  0-<6 MTH    MIXED       WEANER    VIT ADE 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  14/07/64  25/08/64   42    19     80      88       8    0.19   04 03 65   190          205     0.61    FULL 
 02  14/07/64  25/08/64   42    16     78      85       7    0.17   04 03 65   190          172     0.43    FULL 
 03  14/07/64  25/08/64   42    17     77      84       6    0.17                                           FULL 
 04  14/07/64  25/08/64   42    18     81      90       8    0.19                                           FULL 
 
 
GROUP:   01 02 03 04 
FED: 14 07 64 - 04 08 64  NO.SUPP: 150 REASON: DROUGHT     METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: SORGHUM      24   LUCRN HAY    24                                                                           UNITS:  OZ 
 
GROUP:   01 02 03 04 
FED: 04 08 64 - 25 08 64  NO.SUPP: 150 REASON: DROUGHT     METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: 2ND DAY     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: SORGHUM      19   LUCRN HAY    27                                                                           UNITS:  OZ 
PROJECT:  RKN-CH P35         "LOWVILLE", MARLBOROUGH 
 
START: 16/11/64  FINISH: 16/08/68   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  LIVINGSTONE   
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                64   130   36  153   33   17    0  110   41   58  148   13   32    776 
                64   130   36  153   33   17    0  110   41   58  148   13   32    776 
                65    15   39   88   78   21    4    5   11    0   11   25  162    463 
                65    15   39   88   78   21    4    5   11    0   11   25  162    463 
                66   207   91   12    0   36   45   12   55 
                66   831  365   50    0  146  182   49  220 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 02  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 03  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 04  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 05  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 06  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 07  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 08  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  16/11/64  6 /81/60  638    22    215     378     162    0.25                                           FULL 
 02  16/11/64  6 /81/60  638    22    226     374     147    0.23                                           FULL 
 03  16/11/64  6 /81/60  638    22    220     376     158    0.24                                           FULL 
 04  16/11/64  6 /81/60  638    22    217     459     237    0.39                                           FULL 
 05  25/10/66  16/08/68  660    22    225     461     235    0.35                                           FULL 
 06  25/10/66  16/08/68  660    22    217     448     230    0.34                                           FULL 
 07  25/10/66  16/08/68  660    22    224     434     210    0.31                                           FULL 
 08  25/10/66  16/08/68  660    22    227     486     259    0.39                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 16/11/64-22/04/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  28  HA/HD:  2.51 
GROUPS 05                                         GRAZED PAD  1 25/10/66-16/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 16/11/64-22/04/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  28  HA/HD:  1.25 
GROUPS 06                                         GRAZED PAD  2 25/10/66-16/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 16/11/64-22/04/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  28  HA/HD:  1.25 
GROUPS 07                                         GRAZED PAD  3 25/10/66-16/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  4 16/11/64-22/04/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  28  HA/HD:  1.25 
GROUPS 08                                         GRAZED PAD  4 25/10/66-16/08/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 22/04/65-26/08/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 22/04/65-26/08/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 22/04/65-26/08/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  4 22/04/65-26/08/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  5 26/08/65-23/12/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  88  HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 23/12/65-16/08/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 23/12/65-16/08/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 23/12/65-16/08/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  4 23/12/65-16/08/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  22  HA/HD:  1.60 
 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
  2    FOREST                IMP PAST               80%   BLK SPEAR                     20%   TOWN STYLO 
  3    FOREST                IMP PAST                                                  PREDOM TOWN STYLO 
  4    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER                                           PREDOM TOWN STYLO 
  5    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    16 11 64   215    28  02 03 65   242    28  22 04 65   269    22  26 08 65   301    22  23 12 65   251   22 
02    "" "" ""   226    28  "" "" ""   245    28  "" "" ""   265    22  "" "" ""   281    22  "" "" ""   246   22 
03    "" "" ""   220    28  "" "" ""   236    28  "" "" ""   262    22  "" "" ""   285    22  "" "" ""   247   22 
04    "" "" ""   217    28  "" "" ""   239    28  "" "" ""   262    22  "" "" ""   299    22  "" "" ""   251   22 
05    25 10 66   225    22  25 01 67   245    22  20 04 67   325    22  02 06 67   329    22  26 07 67   337   22 
06    "" "" ""   217    22  "" "" ""   248    22  "" "" ""   323    22  "" "" ""   324    22  "" "" ""   332   22 
07    "" "" ""   224    22  "" "" ""   251    22  "" "" ""   323    22  "" "" ""   323    22  "" "" ""   328   22 
08    "" "" ""   227    22  "" "" ""   258    22  "" "" ""   346    22  "" "" ""   354    22  "" "" ""   367   22 
01    16 02 66   321    22  19 04 66   379    22  09 06 66   377        12 08 66   378    22 
02    "" "" ""   313    22  "" "" ""   377    22  "" "" ""   385        "" "" ""   374    22 
03    "" "" ""   306    22  "" "" ""   361    22  "" "" ""   375        "" "" ""   376    22 
04    "" "" ""   329    22  "" "" ""   417    22  "" "" ""   451        "" "" ""   459    22 
05    20 09 67   349    22  05 12 67   375    22  30 01 68   411    22  27 03 68   442    22  06 06 68   459   22 
06    "" "" ""   332    22  "" "" ""   337    22  "" "" ""   373    22  "" "" ""   417    22  "" "" ""   447   22 
07    "" "" ""   331    22  "" "" ""   344    22  "" "" ""   385    22  "" "" ""   413    22  "" "" ""   434   22 
08    "" "" ""   375    22  "" "" ""   398    22  "" "" ""   423    22  "" "" ""   466    22  "" "" ""   484   22 
05    28 06 68   459    22  16 08 68   461    22 
06    "" "" ""   446    22  "" "" ""   448    22 
07    "" "" ""   434    22  "" "" ""   434    22 
08    "" "" ""   485    22  "" "" ""   486    22 
PROJECT:  RKN-CH P35(1)      "LOWVILLE", MARLBOROUGH 
 
START: 01/12/70  FINISH: 20/08/71   
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  LIVINGSTONE 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 02  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 03  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 04  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 05  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 06  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 07  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 08  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 09  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 10  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 11  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 12  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 13  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 14  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 15  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 16  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 17  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 18  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 19  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 20  =<25% IND   12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  01/12/70  20/08/71  262     6    227     318      92    0.34                                           EMPTY 
 02  01/12/70  20/08/71  262    11    216     352     136    0.79                                           EMPTY 
 03  01/12/70  20/08/71  262    11    219     337     117    0.44                                           EMPTY 
 04  01/12/70  20/08/71  262    11    218     346     128    0.49                                           EMPTY 
 05  01/12/70  20/08/71  262    11    214     314      91    0.42                                           EMPTY 
 06  01/12/70  20/08/71  262     6    208     303      94    0.36                                           EMPTY 
 07  01/12/70  20/08/71  262    11    214     342     128    0.49                                           EMPTY 
 08  01/12/70  20/08/71  262    11    208     337     128    0.49                                           EMPTY 
 09  01/12/70  20/08/71  262    11    214     322     108    0.41                                           EMPTY 
 10  01/12/70  20/08/71  262    11    212     338     126    0.48                                           EMPTY 
 11  18/12/72  06/06/73  170     6    187     345     157    0.92                                           EMPTY 
 12  18/12/72  06/06/73  170    11    186     346     159    0.93                                           EMPTY 
 13  18/12/72  06/06/73  170    11    184     339     154    0.90                                           EMPTY 
 14  18/12/72  06/06/73  170    11    185     332     146    0.86                                           EMPTY 
 15  18/12/72  06/06/73  170    11    187     338     151    0.89                                           EMPTY 
 16  18/12/72  06/06/73  170     6    182     301     118    0.69                                           EMPTY 
 17  18/12/72  06/06/73  170    11    185     314     128    0.75                                           EMPTY 
 18  18/12/72  06/06/73  170    11    189     328     138    0.81                                           EMPTY 
 19  18/12/72  06/06/73  170    11    187     325     137    0.80                                           EMPTY 
 20  18/12/72  06/06/73  170    11    190     336     146    0.85                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   6  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 11                                         GRAZED PAD  1 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   6  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 12                                         GRAZED PAD  2 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  3 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 13                                         GRAZED PAD  3 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  4 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 14                                         GRAZED PAD  4 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 05                                         GRAZED PAD  5 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 15                                         GRAZED PAD  5 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 06                                         GRAZED PAD  6 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   6  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 16                                         GRAZED PAD  6 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:   6  HA/HD:  3.20 
GROUPS 07                                         GRAZED PAD  7 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 17                                         GRAZED PAD  7 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 08                                         GRAZED PAD  8 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 18                                         GRAZED PAD  8 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 09                                         GRAZED PAD  9 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 19                                         GRAZED PAD  9 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 10                                         GRAZED PAD 10 01/12/70-20/08/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
GROUPS 20                                         GRAZED PAD 10 18/12/72-06/06/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  11  HA/HD:  1.60 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
  2    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER       ? COMP BLK SPEAR                    ? COMP TOWN STYLO 
  3    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER                                           ? COMP TOWN STYLO ? COMP MIXED LEG 
  4    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER       ? COMP BVFFEL                       ? COMP TOWN STYLO 
  5    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
  6    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
  7    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER       ? COMP BLK SPEAR                    ? COMP TOWN STYLO 
  8    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER                                           ? COMP TOWN STYLO ? COMP MIXED LEG 
  9    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER       ? COMP BVFFEL                       ? COMP TOWN STYLO 
 10    FOREST                NAT PAST              PREDOM BLK SPEAR 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 02 03 04 06 07 08 09 
 
GROUP:   05 10 
FED: 01 12 70 - 20 08 71  NO.SUPP:  11 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES      8   UREA          2   PHOS ACID     1                                                         UNITS:  OZ 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    01 12 70   227     6  19 01 71   245     4  09 03 71   282     6  16 04 71   308     6  25 05 71   332    6 
02    "" "" ""   216    11  "" "" ""   246    11  "" "" ""   294    11  "" "" ""   321    11  "" "" ""   357   11 
03    "" "" ""   219    11  "" "" ""   244    11  "" "" ""   283    11  "" "" ""   315    11  "" "" ""   347   11 
04    01 12 70   218    11  19 01 71   244    11  09 03 71   277    11  16 04 71   315    11  25 05 71   349   11 
05    "" "" ""   214    11  "" "" ""   234    11  "" "" ""   264    11  "" "" ""   301    11  "" "" ""   327   11 
06    "" "" ""   208     6  "" "" ""   261     6  "" "" ""   261     6  "" "" ""   283     6  "" "" ""   308 
07    "" "" ""   214    11  "" "" ""   245    11  "" "" ""   280    11  "" "" ""   311    11  "" "" ""   340 
08    "" "" ""   208    11  "" "" ""   242    11  "" "" ""   274    11  "" "" ""   337    11  "" "" ""   337 
09    "" "" ""   214    11  "" "" ""   241    11  "" "" ""   270    11  "" "" ""   299    11  "" "" ""   330 
10    "" "" ""   212    11  "" "" ""   238    11  "" "" ""   265    11  "" "" ""   288    11  "" "" ""   314 
11    18 12 72   187     6  02 02 73   238     6  15 03 73   290     6  11 05 73   322     6  06 06 73   345    6 
12    "" "" ""   186    11  "" "" ""   234    11  "" "" ""   279    11  "" "" ""   326    11  "" "" ""   346   11 
13    "" "" ""   184    11  "" "" ""   231    11  "" "" ""   268    11  "" "" ""   319    11  "" "" ""   339   11 
14    "" "" ""   185    11  "" "" ""   222    11  "" "" ""   258    11  "" "" ""   309    11  "" "" ""   332   11 
15    "" "" ""   187    11  "" "" ""   187    11  "" "" ""   276    11  "" "" ""   338    11  "" "" ""   338   11 
16    "" "" ""   182     6  "" "" ""   224     6  "" "" ""   260     6  "" "" ""   294     6  "" "" ""   301    6 
17    "" "" ""   185    11  "" "" ""   217    11  "" "" ""   258    11  "" "" ""   302    11  "" "" ""   314   11 
18    18 12 72   189    11  02 02 73   231    11  15 03 73   269    11  11 05 73   316    11  06 06 73   328   11 
19    "" "" ""   187    11  "" "" ""   232    11  "" "" ""   269    11  "" "" ""   316    11  "" "" ""   325   11 
20    "" "" ""   190    11  "" "" ""   236    11  "" "" ""   269    11  "" "" ""   322    11  "" "" ""   336   11 
01    05 07 71   333     6  20 08 71   318     6 
02    "" "" ""   363    11  "" "" ""   352    11 
03    "" "" ""   351    11  "" "" ""   337    11 
04    "" "" ""   362    11  "" "" ""   346    11 
05    "" "" ""   330    11  "" "" ""   314    11 
06    "" "" ""   309     6  "" "" ""   303 
07    "" "" ""   352    11  "" "" ""   342 
08    "" "" ""   345    11  "" "" ""   337 
09    "" "" ""   331    11  "" "" ""   322 
10    "" "" ""   310    11  "" "" ""   338 
PROJECT:  RKN-ED P36         "CLEVEDEN", RAGLAN 
 
START: 27/08/64  FINISH: 02/11/64  
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  CALLIOPE      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 02  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  27/08/64  02/11/64   67    19    321     379      58    0.87                                           FULL 
 02  11/09/64  02/11/64   52    19    293     333      40    0.96                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 27/08/64-11/09/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  19  HA/HD:  0.92 
GROUPS 02 01                                      GRAZED PAD  1 11/09/64-02/11/64   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  38  HA/HD:  0.46 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP               72%   SAFFLOWER   28%   NAT PAST 
PROJECT:  RKN-CH 558          "NETHER HAVEN", ROCKHAMPTON 
 
START: 24/08/79  FINISH: 24/07/80 
REGION: CENT COAST         SHIRE:  LIVINGSTONE 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  >8  YRS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  % IND UNKN  >8  YRS     MALE CAS              ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 03  % IND UNKN  >8  YRS     MALE CAS              CU INJECTED 
 04  % IND UNKN  >8  YRS     MALE CAS              CU INJECTED ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 05  % IND UNKN  >8  YRS     MALE CAS              CU INJECTED CO ORAL 
 06  % IND UNKN  >8  YRS     MALE CAS              CU INJECTED CO ORAL     ANTHELMINT  BROAD SPEC 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  24/08/79  24/07/80  334    13    335     448     113    0.34                                           FULL 
 02  24/08/79  24/07/80  334    14    334     445     111    0.33                                           FULL 
 03  24/08/79  24/07/80  334    15    335     461     126    0.38                                           FULL 
 04  24/08/79  24/07/80  334    15    335     464     129    0.39                                           FULL 
 05  24/08/79  24/07/80  334    14    335     463     128    0.38                                           FULL 
 06  24/08/79  24/07/80  334    12    336     461     125    0.37                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD  1 24/08/79-24/07/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  86  HA/HD:  4.65 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    24 08 79   335    13  15 11 79   334    13  21 03 80   424    13  24 07 80   448    13 
02    "" "" ""   334    14  "" "" ""   332    14  "" "" ""   419    14  "" "" ""   445    14 
03    "" "" ""   335    15  "" "" ""   341    15  "" "" ""   447    15  "" "" ""   461    15 
04    "" "" ""   335    15  "" "" ""   345    15  "" "" ""   441    15  "" "" ""   464    15 
05    "" "" ""   335    14  "" "" ""   345    14  "" "" ""   450    14  "" "" ""   463 
06    "" "" ""   336    12  "" "" ""   343    12  "" "" ""   447    12  "" "" ""   461 
PROJECT:  RMA-CH  P7         "VERONA", MORVEN 
 
START: 01/06/64  FINISH: 08/10/64  
REGION: SOUTH WEST         SHIRE:  MURWEH      
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                64    12   40   38    0   37   15    2    2  113 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     6-<12 MTH   MIXED       WEANER    MIXED VIT   ANTHELMINT  MIX ANTHEL 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  08/06/64  08/10/64  121    71    104     115      10    0.09                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD    13/07/64-08/10/64   BASAL            NO.IN PAD:  71  HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
       UNKNOWN COUNTRY       NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 01 06 64 - 13 07 64  NO.SUPP:  71 REASON: DROUGHT     METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: UNKNOWN 
MIX: LUCRN HAY     2                                                                                             UNITS:  LB 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 13 07 64 - 03 10 64  NO.SUPP:  71 REASON: DROUGHT     METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: DAILY       SOURCE OF MIX: UNKNOWN 
MIX: LUCRN HAY     1   FOLIAGE     ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS:  P.W. 
PROJECT:  RMA-CH 331         "MARCHISON PARK", GLENMORGAN 
 
START: 09/07/70  FINISH: 14/10/70  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  TARA   
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                70    47   69    0   24    0    8    0   10  172    0   17  130    481 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 10  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  CONTROL 
 11  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       CALF      CONTROL 
 20  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  T'D LICE 
 21  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       CALF      T'D LICE 
 30  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  T'D LICE 
 31  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       CALF      T'D LICE 
 40  HEREFORD    UNKNOWN     FEMALE E    BRDR COW  T'D LICE 
 41  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    MIXED       CALF      T'D LICE 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 10  09/07/70  14/10/70   97    28    392     358     -OP   33-0.         34 
 11  09/07/70  14/10/70   97    28    163     173       9    0.10                                           FULL 
 20  09/07/70  14/10/70   97    24    380     343     -37   -0.38                                           FULL 
 21  09/07/70  14/10/70   97    24    130     149      19    0.19                                           FULL 
 30  09/07/70  14/10/70   97    20    387     350     -36   -0.38                                           FULL 
 31  09/07/70  14/10/70   97    20    135     152      16    0.17                                           FULL 
 40  09/07/70  14/10/70   97    28    368     329     -38   -0.39                                           FULL 
 41  09/07/70  14/10/70   97    28    127     150      22    0.23                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 10 11 20 21 30 31 40 41                    GRAZED PAD  1 23/07/70-14/10/70   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 100  HA/HD: 14.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
PROJECT:  RMA-CH 368         WALLUMBILLA 
 
START: 08/12/71  FINISH: 15/06/72  FILE:          COMMENTS:  39-1  TYPE: OBS/COOP    OFFICER: E POWELL 
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  BENDEMRE          PROPERTY:            MET STATION:         PUBLISHED: 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    OTH SEX     CALF 
 02  HEREFORD    0-<6 MTH    OTH SEX     CALF 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  08/12/71  15/06/72  139    30                    132    0.68                                           FULL 
 02  08/12/71  15/06/72  139    30                    152    0.81                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 08/12/71-15/06/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 08/12/71-15/06/72   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG NATURAL          NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    BRIG NATURAL          NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 28 01 72 - 15 06 72  NO.SUPP:  30 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: CREEP       FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: 
        % EATING: 67   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON  % EAT AV:         MIN: 2.9 LB  MAX: 3.8 LB 
MIX: GRAIN       100%                                                                                            UNITS:  COMMENT 
PROJECT:  RMD-CH 361         "FOG CREEK", RICHMOND 
 
START: 27/04/72  FINISH: 00/00/75   
REGION: N.W. - GULF        SHIRE:  CROYDON     
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                72   234  206  170    0    0    0    0    0    0    6   78   45    739 
                73   138  304   67   11    0    1    0    0   40   18  189  176    941 
                74  1293  344  254    2    4    0    0    8    7   11    8  367   2298 
                75   217  102  247    3    0    2    0    0    1    0    0    0    572 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 02  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 03  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 04  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   FEMALE E    WEANER 
 05  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
 06  % IND UNKN  6-<12 MTH   MALE CAS    WEANER 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  19/07/72  31/10/72  104    17    152     157       5    0.05   21 08 73   294    17    202     0.15    FULL 
 02  19/07/72  31/10/72  104    21    152     165      13    0.13   21 08 73   294    21    230     0.22    FULL 
 03  28/03/73  02/12/73  249    18    120     139      19    0.08                                           FULL 
 04  28/03/73  02/12/73  249    18    122     139      17    0.07                                           FULL 
 05  28/03/73  02/12/73  249    12    107     128      21    0.08                                           FULL 
 06  28/03/73  02/12/73         13    106     121      15    0.06                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 27/04/72-21/08/23   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 30.00 
GROUPS 03 05                                      GRAZED PAD  1 28/03/73-02/12/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 30.00 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 27/04/72-21/08/23   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 30.00 
GROUPS 04 06                                      GRAZED PAD  2 28/03/73-02/12/73   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 22.00 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 03 05 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 19 05 72 - 31 10 72  NO.SUPP:  45 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: BLOCK       FEED FREQ: 2 DAILY     SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX: MOLASSES          MAP               SALT                                                                    UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   04 06 
FED: 28 02 73 - 15 12 73  NO.SUPP:     REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: BLOCK       FEED FREQ: 2 DAILY     SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX: MOLASSES          MAP               SALT                                                                    UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    19 07 72   152    17  31 10 72   157    17  27 03 73   197    17  21 08 73   202    17 
02    "" "" ""   152    21  "" "" ""   165    21  "" "" ""   221    21  "" "" ""   230    20 
03    28 03 73   120    18  21 08 73   130    18  02 12 73   139    18 
04    "" "" ""   122    18  "" "" ""   123    18  "" "" ""   139    18 
05    "" "" ""   107    12  "" "" ""   115    12  "" "" ""   128    12 
06    28 03 73   106    13  21 08 73   107    13  02 12 73   121    13 
PROJECT:  RMD-CH 517         TOORAK R.S., RICHMOND 
 
START: 08/08/80  FINISH: 15/10/81  
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  MCKINLAY   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SANTA G     2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  =>50% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  <50% IND    2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 04  =>75% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 05  SHORTHORN   3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 06  <50% IND    3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 07  HEREFORD    3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  08/08/80  15/10/81  402    24    276     409     133    0.31                                           FULL 
 02  08/08/80  15/10/81  402    21    261     404     143    0.33                                           FULL 
 03  08/08/80  15/10/81  402    17    263     397     134    0.31                                           FULL 
 04  08/08/80  15/10/81  402    21    252     391     139    0.32                                           FULL 
 05  08/08/80  15/10/81  402    20    256     393     137    0.32                                           FULL 
 06  08/08/80  15/10/81  402    18    256     386     130    0.30                                           FULL 
 07  08/08/80  15/10/81  402    17    206     331     125    0.29                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06 07                       GRAZED PAD  1 08/08/80-15/10/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 299  HA/HD:  5.60 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST              ? COMP MITCHELL   ? COMP FLINDERS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    08 08 80   276    24  12 11 80   257    24  19 02 81   272    24  14 05 81   353    24  20 07 81   381   24 
02    "" "" ""   261    21  "" "" ""   247    21  "" "" ""   267    21  "" "" ""   348    21  "" "" ""   374   21 
03    "" "" ""   263    17  "" "" ""   241    17  "" "" ""   265    17  "" "" ""   340    17  "" "" ""   369   17 
04    "" "" ""   252    21  "" "" ""   237    21  "" "" ""   259    21  "" "" ""   334    21  "" "" ""   367   21 
05    "" "" ""   256    20  "" "" ""   239    20  "" "" ""   257    20  "" "" ""   332    20  "" "" ""   357 
06    "" "" ""   256    18  "" "" ""   235    18  "" "" ""   260    18  "" "" ""   335    18  "" "" ""   359 
07    "" "" ""   206    17  "" "" ""   200    17  "" "" ""   202    17  "" "" ""   271    17  "" "" ""   295 
01    15 10 81   409    24 
02    "" "" ""   404    21 
03    "" "" ""   397    17 
04    "" "" ""   391    21 
05    "" "" ""   393    20 
06    "" "" ""   386    18 
07    "" "" ""   331    17 
PROJECT:  RMD-CH 517(1)      TOORAK R.S., RICHMOND 
 
START: 08/08/80  FINISH: 15/10/81   
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  MCKINLAY   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  SANTA G     2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  =>50% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 03  <50% IND    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 04  =>75% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 05  SHORTHORN   3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 06  <50% IND    3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 07  HEREFORD    3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 08  SANTA G     2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 09  =>50% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 10  <50% IND    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 11  =>75% IND   2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 12  SHORTHORN   3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 13  <50% IND    3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 14  HEREFORD    3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    24    276     376     100    0.67                                           FULL 
 02  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    21    267     373     106    0.71                                           FULL 
 03  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    17    264     368     104    0.69                                           FULL 
 04  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    21    261     369     108    0.72                                           FULL 
 05  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    20    263     363     100    0.67                                           FULL 
 06  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    18    259     358      99    0.66                                           FULL 
 07  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    17    201     290      89    0.59                                           FULL 
 08  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    20    276     399     123    0.81                                           FULL 
 09  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    19    267     381     114    0.75 
 10  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    17    264     379     115    0.76 
 11  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    21    261     373     112    0.74 
 12  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    19    263     379     116    0.77                                           FULL 
 13  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    19    259     380     121    0.80                                           FULL 
 14  19/02/81  20/07/81  150    20    201     307     106    0.70                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10              GRAZED PAD  1 08/08/80-15/10/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 299  HA/HD:  5.60 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST              ? COMP MITCHELL   ? COMP FLINDERS 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    19 02 81  276     24  14 05 81   348    24  20 07 81   376    24 
02    "" "" ""  267     21  "" "" ""   347    21  "" "" ""   373    21 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
03    19 02 81  264     17  14 05 81   340    17  20 07 81   368    17 
04    "" "" ""  261     21  "" "" ""   336    21  "" "" ""   369    21 
05    "" "" ""   264    20  "" "" ""   339    20  "" "" ""   363    20 
06    "" "" ""   259    18  "" "" ""   334    18  "" "" ""   358    18 
07    "" "" ""   201    17  "" "" ""   270    17  "" "" ""   290    17 
08    "" "" ""   276    20  "" "" ""   364    20  "" "" ""   399    20 
09    19 02 81   267    19  14 05 81   355    19  20 07 81   381    19 
10    "" "" ""   264    17  "" "" ""   349    17  "" "" ""   379    17 
11    "" "" ""   261    21  "" "" ""   340    21  "" "" ""   373    21 
12    "" "" ""   263    19  "" "" ""   348    19  "" "" ""   379    19 
13    "" "" ""   259    19  "" "" ""   350    19  "" "" ""   380    19 
14    "" "" ""   201    20  "" "" ""   281    20  "" "" ""   307    20 
PROJECT:  TBA-CH 345         HODGSONVALE 
 
START: 29/06/71  FINISH: 26/07/71   
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  CAMBOOYA    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  29/06/71  26/07/71   27    23    370     371       1    0.05                                           FULL 
 02  29/06/71  26/07/71   27    23    370     355     -15   -0.68                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 29/06/71-26/07/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  23  HA/HD:  0.31 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 29/06/71-26/07/71   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  23  HA/HD:  0.31 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       UNS CROP               38%   SORG GRAIN  62%   NAT PAST 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       UNS CROP               38%   SORG GRAIN  62%   NAT PAST 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 29 06 71 - 26 07 71  NO.SUPP:  23 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T UREA        ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 29 06 71 - 26 07 71  NO.SUPP:  23 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: UNKNOWN     SOURCE OF MIX: 
MIX: MOLASSES    ?AM'T BIURET      ?AM'T                                                                         UNITS:  COMMENT 
PROJECT:  TBA-CH 384    
 
START: 00/00/72  FINISH: 00/00/72  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  JONDARYAN     
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXED BRDS  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 02  MIXED BRDS  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01    /  /      /  /     74    30    370     406      36    0.49                                           FULL 
 02    /  /      /  /     74    30    370     464      93    1.27                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 00/00/00-00/00/00   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 175  HA/HD:  0.80 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 00/00/00-00/00/00   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  80  HA/HD:  0.80 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       UNS CROP               43%   SORG GRAIN  57%   NAT PAST 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       UNS CROP               38%   SORG GRAIN  62%   NAT PAST 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 00 00 00 - 00 00 00  NO.SUPP:  30 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: MOLASSES          UREA                                                                                      UNITS:  COMMENT 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 00 00 00 - 00 00 00  NO.SUPP: 100 REASON: COMPLE      METHOD: S-FEEDER    FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
MIX: SORGHUM           BIURET            MIXED MINL                                                              UNITS:  COMMENT 
PROJECT:  TBA-CH 406         CROWS NEST           
 
START: 28/11/73  FINISH: 05/06/74   
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  CROWS NEST  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 02  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  28/11/73  05/06/74  189    20    217     326     109    0.58                                           FULL 
 02  28/11/73  05/06/74  189    20    217     317     100    0.53                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 28/11/73-05/06/74   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 28/11/73-05/06/74   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1                          NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2                          NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
NON SUPPLEMENTED GROUPS: 01 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 28 11 73 - 05 06 74  NO.SUPP:  20 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: UNKNOWN     FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING:      AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON TOTAL  AV:   7 G   MIN:         MAX: 
MIX: SALT        100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    28 11 73   217    20  14 02 74   278    20  05 06 74   326    20 
02    "" "" ""   217    20  "" "" ""   285    20  "" "" ""   317    20 
PROJECT:  TBA-CH 565    
 
START: 15/07/81  FINISH: 07/02/83  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  PITTSWORTH   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD                MALE CAS 
 02  EUROXBRIT               MALE CAS 
 03  EUROXBRIT               MALE CAS 
 04  EUROXBRIT               MALE CAS 
 05  <50% IND                MALE CAS 
 06  EUROXBRIT               MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  15/07/81  13/10/82  405    10    167     441     274    0.68   07 02 83   117    10    544     0.89    FULL 
 02  15/07/81  13/10/82  405     8    163     444     281    0.69   07 02 83   117     8    535     0.78    FULL 
 03  15/07/81  13/10/82  405     9    184     504     320    0.79   07 02 83   117     9    618     0.97    FULL 
 04  15/07/81  13/10/82  405     9    209     518     309    0.76   07 02 83   117     9    624     0.91    FULL 
 05  15/07/81  13/10/82  405     9    187     461     274    0.68   07 02 83   177     9    542     0.60    FULL 
 06  15/07/81  13/10/82  405    20    252     548     296    0.73   07 02 83   177    20    640     0.79    FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD  1   /  /  -06/12/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05 06                          GRAZED PAD  2 06/12/81-  /  /     BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   OATS 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              ? COMP OATS       ? COMP NAT PAST 
PROJECT:  TDE-CH  P1         "SILVERTON", THEODORE 
 
START: 16/02/65  FINISH: 17/08/65   
REGION: DAWS-CALL VYS      SHIRE:  BANANA 
 




















<`a??`"0xyspvr1"`py80~rs  &py8y0ROJECT:  TLE-CH P4         "SALISBURY PLAINS", BOWEN 
 
START: 04/01/68  FINISH: 23/03/69 
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN  
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                68   198  621   30   36   82    0   27    0    5    0    0    5   1006 
                69    66    0   24    0   20 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 02  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 03  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 04  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  04/01/68  14/07/68  192   109    425     573      36    0.19                                           FULL 
 02  04/01/68  14/07/68  192   120    412     566      48    0.25                                           FULL 
 03  13/08/68  03/02/69  174   140    419     398     -20   -0.11                                           FULL 
 04  13/08/68  03/02/69  174   133    419     396     -23   -0.13                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 01/04/68-18/07/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 109  HA/HD:  4.40 
GROUPS 03                                         GRAZED PAD  1 13/08/68-24/03/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 133  HA/HD:  3.60 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 01/04/68-18/04/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  70  HA/HD:  2.40 
GROUPS 04                                         GRAZED PAD  2 13/08/68-24/03/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 140  HA/HD:  1.20 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 18/04/68-14/07/68   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD: 120  HA/HD:  1.40 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                IMP PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY KANGEROO   MAINLY TOWN STYLO 
  2    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER       MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY KANGEROO   MAINLY TOWN STYLO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    04 01 68   425   109  18 04 68   537   109  14 07 68   573   109 
02    "" "" ""   412    70  "" "" ""   518    70  "" "" ""   566   120 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH P5         "GLENCOE", BOWEN 
 
START: 21/03/68  FINISH: 04/08/69  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN 
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                68   110  549    4   10   36    0   11    1    2   24   18    2    669 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXED BRIT  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 02  MIXED BRIT  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 03  MIXED BRIT  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 04  MIXED BRIT  MIX AGES    MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  21/03/68  04/08/69  501    40    263     386     123    0.24                                           FULL 
 02  21/03/68  04/08/69  501    40    234     403     168    0.33                                           FULL 
 03  21/03/68  04/08/69  501    40    258     380     122    0.24                                           FULL 
 04  21/03/68  04/08/69  501    40    227     413     186    0.37                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 21/03/68-04/08/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  40  HA/HD:  1.80 
GROUPS 03 04                                      GRAZED PAD  2 21/03/68-04/08/69   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  40  HA/HD:  1.68 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                IMP PAST                     BLK SPEAR         KANGEROO          TOWN STYLO 
  2    FOREST                IMP PAST  SUPER              BLK SPEAR         KANGEROO          TOWN STYLO 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    21 03 68   263        29 08 68   291        04 02 69   281        04 08 69   386 
02    "" "" ""   234        "" "" ""   281        "" "" ""   283        "" "" ""   403 
03    "" "" ""   258        "" "" ""   314        "" "" ""   281        "" "" ""   380 
04    "" "" ""   227        "" "" ""   305        "" "" ""   300        "" "" ""   413 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(A)      "MUNGALLA", INGHAM 
 
START: 18/12/81  FINISH: 21/09/82   
REGION: TROP WET BELT      SHIRE:  HINCHINBROOK  
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                81  1641  633  115   65  161   19   66   13   36   80  222   32   3084 
                82   307  295  302  200   48   24    7    0    0    0   10        1192 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  D'MASTER    MIX AGES    MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  D'MASTER    MIX AGES    MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  D'MASTER    MIX AGES    MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  D'MASTER    MIX AGES    MALE CAS              COMPUDOSE 
 05  D'MASTER    MIX AGES    MALE CAS              COMPUDOSE 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  18/12/81  21/09/82  277    38    434     488      52    0.19                                           EMPTY 
 02  18/12/81  21/09/82  277    38    418     478      62    0.22                                           EMPTY 
 03  18/12/81  21/09/82  277    38    421     485      68    0.25                                           EMPTY 
 04  18/12/81  21/09/82  277    38    442     495      56    0.20                                           EMPTY 
 05  18/12/81  21/09/82  277    38    431     497      66    0.24                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04 05                             GRAZED PAD  1 18/12/81-21/09/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       IMP PAST  SUPER       ? COMP PANGOLA    ? COMP PARA       ? COMP COUCH 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    18 12 81   434    38  19 03 82   505    38  14 07 82   503    38  21 09 82   488    38 
02    "" "" ""   418    38  "" "" ""   500    38  "" "" ""   500    38  "" "" ""   478    38 
03    "" "" ""   421    38  "" "" ""   500    38  "" "" ""   504    38  "" "" ""   485    38 
04    "" "" ""   442    38  "" "" ""   513    38  "" "" ""   516    38  "" "" ""   495    38 
05    "" "" ""   431    38  "" "" ""   513    38  "" "" ""   514    38  "" "" ""   497    38 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(B)      "HAVILAH", COLLINSVILLE 
 
START: 10/12/81  FINISH: 01/07/82  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  40-60% IND  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  40-60% IND  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              COMPUDOSE 
 03  40-60% IND  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  40-60% IND  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  10/12/81  01/07/82  203    99    358     514     156    0.77                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  10/12/81  01/07/82  203    95    357     543     186    0.92                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03  10/12/81  01/07/82  203    50    353     528     175    0.86                                           ? W.STATUS 
 04  10/12/81  01/07/82  203    46    354     536     182    0.90                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 10/12/81-01/07/82   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              MAINLY BVFFEL     MAINLY QLD BLVE   SOME   BLK SPEAR 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    10 12 81   358   100  16 02 82   452    54  23 04 82   505    90  01 07 82   514    99 
02    "" "" ""   357   100  "" "" ""   467    71  "" "" ""   520    92  "" "" ""   543    95 
03    "" "" ""   353    54  "" "" ""   458    28  "" "" ""   521    51  "" "" ""   528    50 
04    "" "" ""   354    46  "" "" ""   460    30  "" "" ""   522    46  "" "" ""   536    46 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(C)      "HAVILAH", COLLINSVILLE 
 
START: 28/03/80  FINISH: 27/05/80  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  28/03/80  27/05/80   60    40    487     516      29    0.48                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  88/32/00  27/05/80   60    46    480     516      36    0.60                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 28/03/80-27/05/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD:  2.40 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    BRIG PULLED           IMP PAST              MAINLY BVFFEL     MAINLY QLD BLVE 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(D)      "ETONVALE", BOWEN 
 
START: 24/02/81  FINISH: 28/05/81   
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  % IND UNKN  3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  24/02/81  21/04/82  421    56    431     604     173    0.41                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  24/02/81  21/04/82  421    55    429     617     188    0.45                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 24/02/81-28/05/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    24 02 81   431    60  28 05 81   490    56  18 02 82   551    56  21 04 82   604    58 
02    "" "" ""   429    60  "" "" ""   499    56  "" "" ""   558    55  "" "" ""   617    56 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(E)      "SALISBURY PLAINS", BOWEN 
 
START: 18/02/80  FINISH: 21/05/80   
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  BRANGUS     4 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  BRANGUS     4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  BRANGUS     3 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 04  BRANGUS     3 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  18/02/80  21/05/80   93    36    468     567      99    1.06                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  18/02/80  21/05/80   93    36    465     587     122    1.31                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03  18/02/80  21/05/80   93     8    446     542      96    1.03                                           ? W.STATUS 
 04  18/02/80  21/05/80   93     8    457     574     117    1.26                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1 18/02/80-21/05/80   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    OTHER COUNTRY         IMP PAST              SOME   BVFFEL     MAINLY NAT GRASS  MAINLY TOWN STYLO 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(F)      "ETONVALE", BINBEE  BOWEN 
 
START: 12/02/81  FINISH: 28/04/81  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  BOWEN     
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 02  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 03  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 04  % IND UNKN  4 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  12/02/81  28/04/81   75    28    503     576      73    0.97                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02  12/02/81  28/04/81   75    26    499     561      62    0.83                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03  12/02/81  28/04/81   75    22    487     576      89    1.19                                           ? W.STATUS 
 04  12/02/81  28/04/81   75    27    500     577      77    1.03                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 12/02/81-28/04/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
GROUPS 03 04                                      GRAZED PAD  2 12/02/81-28/04/81   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY NAT GRASS 
  2    FOREST                NAT PAST              MAINLY BLK SPEAR  MAINLY NAT GRASS 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(G)      "CORABELLE", CORFIELD 
 
START:           FINISH:   
REGION: CENT WEST          SHIRE:  WINTON   
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  D'MASTER    4 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  D'MASTER    4 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  D'MASTER    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 04  D'MASTER    2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01    /  /      /  /     90                                 1.00                                           ? W.STATUS 
 02    /  /      /  /     90                                 1.10                                           ? W.STATUS 
 03    /  /      /  /     90                                 0.86                                           ? W.STATUS 
 04    /  /      /  /     90                                 1.10                                           ? W.STATUS 
 
GROUPS 01 02 03 04                                GRAZED PAD  1   /  /  -  /  /     BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    MITCHELL DOWNS        NAT PAST              ? COMP FLINDERS   ? COMP MITCHELL 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(H)      "KANGARONG" 
 
START: 18/03/81  FINISH: 29/05/81  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  DALRYMPLE      
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     2 YEARS     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  UNKNOWN     2 YEARS     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  UNKNOWN     12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 04  UNKNOWN     12-<18 MTH  MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  18/03/81  29/05/81   72    20    195     239      44    0.61                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  18/03/81  29/05/81   72    21    182     224      42    0.58                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  18/03/81  29/05/81   72    25    162     203      41    0.57                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04  18/03/81  29/05/81   72    25    157     197      40    0.55                                           L.S.MEANS 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(I)      "DOTSWOOD" 
 
START: 20/02/81  FINISH: 16/05/81  
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  DALRYMPLE 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  20/02/81  16/05/81   85    79    289     354      65    0.76                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  20/02/81  16/05/81   85    80    292     360      68    0.80                                           L.S.MEANS 
PROJECT:  TLE-CH 605(J)      "NIALL" 
 
START:           FINISH:        
REGION: T'VILLE-BURDN      SHIRE:  DALRYMPLE    
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 02  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 03  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              CONTROL 
 04  UNKNOWN     UNKNOWN     MALE CAS              RALGRO 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  24/03/81  16/06/81   84    36    402     465      63    0.75                                           L.S.MEANS 
 02  24/03/81  16/06/81   84    39    433     515      82    0.97                                           L.S.MEANS 
 03  24/03/81  16/06/81   84    32    410     416       6    0.07                                           L.S.MEANS 
 04  24/03/81  16/06/81   84    31    398     427      29    0.34                                           L.S.MEANS 
PROJECT:  WRK-CH P3         "VERMONT", WARWICK 
 
START: 21/05/65  FINISH: 24/08/65 
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  GLENGALLEN  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              CONTROL 
 02  HEREFORD    12-<18 MTH  FEMALE E              VIT A 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  21/05/65  24/08/65   95    28    273     252     520   -0.22                                           FULL 
 02  21/05/65  24/08/65   95    28    267     251     515   -0.16                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  1 21/05/65-24/08/65   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    FOREST                NAT PAST              ? COMP NAT PAST 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    21 05 65   273    14  15 07 65   262    14  24 08 65   252    14 
02    "" "" ""   267    14  "" "" ""   258    14  "" "" ""   251    14 
PROJECT:  WRK-CH P4         "SANDY CREEK", WARWICK 
 
START: 26/01/66  FINISH: 15/04/66 
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  WARWICK  
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  MIXED BRIT  2 YEARS     MALE CAS 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  26/01/66  15/04/66   79    28    401     443      42    0.53                                           FULL 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 26/01/66-03/03/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  67  HA/HD:  0.14 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  2 03/03/66-15/04/66   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  51  HA/HD:  0.16 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       RAIN CRP              100%   SORG FODDE 
  2    UNKNOWN COUNTRY       MIXED                  73%   SORG FODDE  27%   PASPALUM 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    26 01 66   400    28  04 03 66   427    28  15 04 66   443    28 
PROJECT:  WRK-CH 444         "MT MALAKOFF", STANTHORPE 
 
START: 10/06/75  FINISH: 26/02/76  
REGION: DOWNS-MARANOA      SHIRE:  STANTHORPE   
 
RAINFALL (MM)  YEAR   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUNE JULY AUG  SEPT OCT  NOV  DEC  ANNUAL 
                AV                   28   35   45   38   32 
                75                   32    3   44   40   54 
 
GROUP BREED       AGE         SEX         CLASS     MISC TREATMENTS 
 01  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     FEMALE E    1ST CALF 
 02  HEREFORD    2 YEARS     FEMALE E    1ST CALF 
 
     ------------------------- PERIOD 1 -------------------------  ------------ PERIOD 2 ---------------- 
       DATE WEIGHED     PERIOD NO.     WEIGHT(KG)   TOTAL   DAILY   LAST     PERIOD NO.   LAST    DAILY 
GROUP INITIAL   FINAL    (DAYS) HEAD  INITIAL FINAL  CHANGE  CHANGE  WEIGHED   (DAYS) HEAD  WEIGHT  CHANGE   WT STATUS 
 01  10/06/75  09/09/75   91          325     269     -56   -0.61                                           EMPTY 
 02  10/06/75  09/09/75   91          327     269     -58   -0.64                                           EMPTY 
 
GROUPS 01                                         GRAZED PAD  1 10/06/75-08/09/75   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  46  HA/HD:  5.40 
GROUPS 02                                         GRAZED PAD  2 10/06/75-08/09/75   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:  46  HA/HD:  5.40 
GROUPS 01 02                                      GRAZED PAD  3 09/09/75-26/02/76   BASAL CONTIN     NO.IN PAD:      HA/HD: 
 
PADDOCK COUNTRY               REGIME    FERTILISER  COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES    COMP   SPECIES 
  1    TRAPROCK              NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  2    TRAPROCK              NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
  3    TRAPROCK              NAT PAST              100%   NAT PAST 
 
 
GROUP:   01 
FED: 30 06 75 - 09 09 75  NO.SUPP:  46 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: LICKER      FEED FREQ: CONTIN      SOURCE OF MIX: COMMERC 
        % EATING: 92   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON  % EAT AV: .12 KG  MIN: .07 KG  MAX: .46 KG 
MIX: COMM NPN    100%                                                                                            UNITS: 
 
GROUP:   02 
FED: 30 06 75 - 09 09 75  NO.SUPP:  46 REASON: LOW QUAL    METHOD: TROUGH      FEED FREQ: 3RD DAY     SOURCE OF MIX: HOME MIX 
        % EATING: 18   AMOUNT EATEN BASED ON        AV: 1.2 KG  MIN: .29 KG  MAX: 2.7 KG 
MIX: MOLASSES     22   MEAT MEAL    15                                                                           UNITS:  KG 
 
GROUP DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO.  DATE      WEIGHT NO. 
01    10 06 75   325        15 08 75   276        09 09 75   269 
02    "" "" ""   327        "" "" ""   275        "" "" ""   269 
 
 
